Fullerton OKs
controversial
gen. ed. plan

By Mary T. Lee
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
signed the new general education
requirement proposal yesterday,
which was approved and sent to her
by the Academic Senate last week.
"The general education format
up to this point has been loose and
unstructured," she said. She added
that she believes the changes are
good because they will give students
a chance to be more flexible.
Dr. Jay Poison, dean of the
School of Engineering, is not yet
convinced, however, that the
changes will benefit engineering
students.
The controversial man initially
called for a 54 -unit program of
general education units to be
completed in both lower and upper

division. According to curriculwn
COMmittee eha irina n Theodore
Norton, the original plan met a ith
"considerable protest," from sonic
members of the Academic Senate.
In the fall of 1978, the plan was
amended to contain 48 instead of 54
units of general education.
The new requirements will
become effective in the fall of 1980
and will not increase general
education requirements for students
enrolled before that time.
In addition to the lower division
requirement of verbal and quantitative reasoning and analysis, a
writing workshop class will be
required in upper division.
"For example," he said, "a
science major could take a
workshop class which would teach

him how to write a good scientific
report."
Other classes which would meet
this requirement include instruction
in technical writing, creative
writing or journalism.
In the distributive areas of
humanities, sciences and social
sciences, a minimum of six of the
total 24-27 units required must be
-taken in approved "cognate
structure courses."
According to the Academic
Senate’s policy recommendation,
the concept of cognate structure can
best be illustrated by the following:
Coordinative Structure: two
or more single-subject courses with
discrete but clearly related subject
matters !far example, a :1-unit
course in American Intellectual
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History coupled with a :I -unit course
in American Philosophic Thought e;
Multidisciplinary Structure:
one multi -unit course, with discrete
subject matters but coordinated
teaching !for example, a 6-unit
team -taught course, with credit in
two departments, such as DarWitliS111 in Science and Society,
which might be a joint offering of the
schools of Science and Social
Science I:
Interdisciplinary Structures:
one multi -unit course, with integrated subject matters and
voordinated teaching for example.
the Humanities Program pattern I.
Norton believes the new
program is "better than what we
had, but still not perfect.

ar-
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"iecommendations due in June

Faculty loss seen for ’79
By James P. Wagner
SJSU will face the possibility of
ulty layoffs as early as Sepmber 1979.
This was the message of Robert
sseen, dean of the faculty,
livered to the Committee on
rollment Patterns, a group of
SU faculty and administrators
o are investigating the effects of
dining enrollments at SJSU.
Since a faculty layoff requires a
-day notice, and cancellation of
.ograms should have a one-year
Sasseen said that the
)mmittee should be ready to make
commendations on specific areas

of faculty layoffs early as June 1979.
Sasseen further recommended
that the committee follow strict
procedures and leave a well
documented "paper trail" to avoid
any legal problems arising from the
committee’s actions.
The committee has met four
times since it began Dec. 2, 1978.
Dean Sasseen made his statement to
the committee during the Jan. 3
meeting.
The committee currently is
involved in establishing appropriate
student-faculty ratios to come up
with an adequate definition of
overstaffing in various depart-

WI/lions in sales cause
Spartan Shops surplus
By Pamela Streff
Spartan Shops accumulated
)9,000 in unappropriated funds last
ear, according to Edward Zant,
eneral manager of Spartan Shops.
The excess money from $6
illion total sales in 1978 at the
ookstore, vending machines,
ntals and food service in the
udent Union and residence halls is
t an unusual amount, said Zant.

Trippi, Ed Vasquez, Al Jones
and Alan Matre comprise the four
student votes on the nine-member
board of directors.

However, Joe Trippi, president
the Spartan Shops board of
rectors, called the unappropriated
Inds an "extraordinary" amount
nd said a comparable surplus is
xpected this year.

A rebate for students or a
discount on books purchased in the
bookstore were mentioned by Trippi
as possible uses for the money.
to
"I’m
fairly
open
suggestions," he said.

Trippi said Spartan Shops
sually maintain a substantial
uilding reserve fund but the
nappropriated amount of money
as larger in 1978 than in years past.

(Continued on back page)

According to both Trippi and
ant, the board of directors is
misidering a use for the extra
inds.
Zant said that $22,000 of the
19,000 will be given to the Student
nion.
Spartan Shops operates on a
an -profit basis with surplus funds,
fter expenses i salaries, utilities,
mintenance etc. and required
,?serves) going to finance student
ctivities.

The Nazis:
inside look
See page 6

"What we are looking for is a
long term policy as to where the
money wiil go," said Trippi.

"I would like to get it I the
money back to the students," said
Trippi.

By Erin A. Hallissy
Too much time last fall was
spent "putting out brush fires." said
AS. President Maryanne Ryan,
reflecting on her first semester in
office.
Threats of tuition and attempting to work within the
governor’s budget took a lot of time
away from projects that Ryan would
have rather worked on.
But despite these problems, the
semester went fairly well, she said.

I

-

photo by Jell Poliorsk

Two unidentified SJSU students take refuge from the recent rainy
spell that has hit the area. It shows that inclement weather isn’t
always as dreary as it has been cracked up to be and that given a
chance might just be able to bring both friends and strangers
together. The umbrella count on campus rose dramatically
yesterday as Mother Nature dumped precious and needed rain on
the Bay Area, causing the student population to scurry between
classes. Some such as these two took the down pour in stride.

A.S. committee quota unfilled
Openings for
62 members

AS. personnel manager Pam
Wagner, who was recently assigned
the task of filling these and other
positions in student government, has
had a hard time filling them.

The Associated Student
government needs 62 committee
vacancies filled. There are 31
committees in existence, and out of
these only eight are filled to
capacity.

"I think that students aren’t
aware of the committees," Wagner
said. "People just don’t have the
time or interest." But Wagner added
that she didn’t think that this
unawareness is all of the problem.

These committees range from
the Student Union Board of
Governors to the campus security
advisory committee.

Of the 23 committees which still
need people Wagner cited the
Student Union Board of Directors,
the Election Board and the AS.

San Jose State was the only
campus in Northern California that
Brown spoke at during the last
weeks of his campaign.
"It was really exciting to see the
students so involved and realizing
the importance the campaign had to
their education," she said.
Ryan also credits the students
with getting involved with important
issues, such as forming letter-

writing campaigns to Sacramento
when the issue of tuition for the
California State University and
Colleges system came up.
"The one thing that students
really have going for them is their
numbers." she said. "We don’t have
political experience or money for a
full-blown lobbying effort, but if
major issues come up, we can battle
them by joining together."

r

She was able to accomplish
some of her goals of uniting the
student body and seeing them
participate in programs on campus.

Ryan says one of the problems
she has faced as AS. president is the
lack of student support when there
isn’t a major issue to bring them
together.

The effort showed at the polls
when the precinct around campus
had a 60 percent turnout in the
November election while there was
only a 20 percent turnout for the
election in June, according to Ryan.

She’ll be taking a lobbying trip
to Washington, D.C. from Feb. 21 to
28 with eight other student
presidents from the California State
Student Association.

Ryan is also proud of her and
A.S. Treasurer Nancy McFadden’s
plan of keeping the Student Union
open 24 hours a day during finals
week.

While in Washington, she will be
meeting with the Health. Education
and Welfare and Housing and Urban
Development committees to discuss
the possibility of funds for student
housing.

Ryan was also pleased with the
response from the students when
Gov. Jerry Brown spoke on campus
last October.

Wagner said that these two
vacancies have been open all year.
They are the graduate student
vacancies. As of now, SJSU’s
graduate students have no
representation in council because no
one has filled the vacancies.

weather

Her plans for this semester
include getting the groundwork laid
for a student housing project in the
campus area.

qdrit v,

The third most important area
of vacancies is in the AS. Council
itself.

Ryan, a political science major.
plans to graduate in May, then hopes
to become involved in behind-thescenes politics.

During that time, the drive,
sponsored by the AS., registered
more than 2,500 students.

Pi.’

The Election Board committee
needs 10 "at-large" positions filled
immediately for the campus elections on April 4 and 5. "At-large"
means students who do not hold any
other position on the council except
as representatives of the general
student body.

Debbie Grant, A.S. off ice
receptionist. said that many times
the vacancies occur when students
resign after a semester or after they
find that the position takes more
time than they thought.

She has a heavy load this
semester though. She’s taking 19
units and working as A.S. president
40 to 70 hours a week.

Associated Students President Maryanne Ryan looks ahead to the
second half of her term. Among other projects, Ryan plans to
lobby in Washington D.C. February 21 for federal funds to assist
housing projects around till, San Jose Stale University campus.

Council itself, as needing the
vacancies filled right away.
The Student Union board of
directors needs two students to fill
its vacancies. This committee
concentrates on Student Union
programs and services, and
proposes policies on use of buildings,
and on general programs in the
Student Union. It also helps to draw
up food service policies.

-1 don’t think students realize
how much student government does.
People tend to think of it like it was
in high school -- planning
Homecoming but there’s more to it
than that."

pleased with the
voter registration
place on campus
and October last

"The response was so fantastic
that we plan to keep up this program
(this semester I during finals week,"
she said.

q,:..AMAe,yI, 1\Vve4d,

However, declining enrollment,
along with an austere economic
forecast for the entire CSUC system
and a highly tenured faculty, particularly in the School of Social
Science, are forcing SJSU to prepare
for faculty layoff next fall.
The committee members include:
Dr. Wanda Blockus,
associate dean of administration;
Dr. Burton Brazil, professor of
political science; Dr. Gary Johnson,
professor of counselor education;
Mrs. Michele DuFour, professor of
nursing; Dr. Charles Larsen,
professor of mathematics; Cecelia
Mullen, librarian; Dr. Robert
Romig, department chairman of
chemical engineering; Maryannc
Associated
Ryan.
president,
Students; Dr. Robert Woodward,
professor of English and Dr. Jack
Foote, dean of academic planning
and chairman of the committee.

Ryan putting ’brush fires’ behind her;
plans lobbying trip to D.C. next week

She is most
success of the
drive that took
between August
year.

-r

ments.
During the Feb. 9 meeting,
members discussed the desire to
avoid a strict numerical approach in
defining overstaffing.
Burton Brazil, professor of
political science and a committee
member, stressed that ideally the
quality of education would be incorporated in any formula for
determining the extent of overstaffing in any depatrnent, but
conceded that including a
approach"
is
"qualitative
unrealistic.
"We are not a factory and ought
not to be treated as a factory," said
Brazil.
"It seems to me we are stuck
with a student-faculty ratio," answered Jack Foote, dean of
academic planning and chairman of
the committee.
The committee was formed on
from
the
recommendation
Academic Senate to find alternatives to layoffs in response to
growing concern over the decline in
at
SJSU
enrollment
According to a document
presented to the Academic Senate
by George Sicular, chairman of the
Professional Standards Committee,
the policy of providing stable employment for faculty at SJSU is
being severely undermined by
declining enrollment.
The preamble to the document
states: "A university cannot undergo layoffs without severe harm to
its faculty, staff, students and the
instructional program."
The thrust of the document is to
provide alternatives to layoffs,
which is one of the committee’s
areas of responsibility.

She referred to California State
University at Northridge as already
having received a C1.5 million loan
from the government to build
student housing, and said that she
would like to get a grant or loan for a
sim i la r program here.

Showers clearing today
with cooler temperatures
ranging from a high of 59 to a
low of 46. Forecasted by the
SJSU Meteorology Department.

Cops waiting
on line 181
A new emergency telephone
system was installed yesterday on
the S.1sU campus. University Police
can now he reached by dialing 181
from any campus telephone.
SJSU purchasing officer Jim
Hill said the system would cost the
university $16.50 for the installation
and $7? 50a month
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forum
Dorm life is ’unique
By- Carol Magnuson
SJSU offers -unique living
experiences" for those who are
obtuse enough to enter into them.
However, for those on the outside, I will describe, with a large
amount of relish, these "unique
living experiences" which those on
the inside encounter every waking
t and sleeping moment of their
enchanting days.
A little bit of inquiry will reveal
Calor Magnuson is a
Speutarr Daily reporter

to any intrepid inquirer that the
noisome four-letter word dorm
stands for a Deliriously Odiferous
Rooming Manor, complete with
warns, running toilets, warm running eggs I always the favorite at
breakfast time and cold running
furnaces.
A dorm, which I will call
Mikepork in the interests of
protecting it, features aesthetically
blank walls and romantically dim
lighting ( one bulb both in the plush
12 by 15 foot living quarters and the
majestically narrow hallways.
The dorm is the exact twin of
five others dorms on this campus.
The architect who designed them
was. I think, the primordial inventor

of the art of cloning.
Every privileged dorm resident
appreciates the fact that in spite of
the fear that a dearly beloved
roommate may make the long and
arduous trek home for a weekend,
the other one lives happily for two
nights knowing he or she is not really
alone.
For with him or her, in the cozy
and sometimes warm room, lives a
delightful host of creatures: some
inhatiting the glowing area around
the lone light fixture, some clinging
with fervor to the cracks between
the bricks which divide one room
from another.
Another aspect which every
dorm resident finds an attractive
addition to any living experience is
the convenience of central heating.
The ultra -modern heating and
cooling equipment has a large outlet
situated dead center of the cabinet
space, next to the ceiling.
This seems to be a highly efficient method for heating the floor
area above, not the room area
below.
However, since they are, as
residents, merely occupying the
spaces in between the hollow walls,
they do not become concerned with
these small items.
Besides, these furnaces create
wonderfully decorative designs on

St. Valentine’s Day
is just bah humbug
By Phetsy Calloway
Here comes Valentine’s Day
again.
Bah - with lacy edges.
Humbug - with red ruffles.
Valentine’s Day is one of the
year’s most irritating days to me.
Granted, it suffers from conditions
not part of its own nature. It’s not
really St. Valentine’s fault that most
of my life I have been annoyed at the
sort of forced, giggling gushiness I
associate with his feast.
Nor do I believe that it’s St.
Valentine’s idea that his feast day
should be the day before my birthday. I don’t think he planned for
me to suffer from a lifetime of used
Valentine decorations, as does
Charlie Brown.
Valentine was actually a very
nice sort, a noble Roman pagan who
secretly converted to Christianity
and was eventually martyred
because of his concern and love for
imprisoned Christians.
Legend says Feb. 14 became his
feast day because Roman tradition

the ceilings in the forms of
psycadelic streak marks, op-art
blotches and classic curves. What
culturally -minded college student
would mind these lovely forms of
man-made art?
Next there is the matter of the
bathroom facilities so generously
provided for our civilized comfort
and again, the residents’ convenience.
The luxurious appointments in
the bath areas attest to our advanced living simply and quietly.
There are no loud or brash
decorative techniques used. Only
functional wash stands which make
a sure statement about them.
There are no wall coverings,
except for those allowed by the
designer.
These consist of simple, yet
timely makeup smears and again,
functional yet elegant gray metal
lockers which are designed to hold
the minimum of toilet articles in the
maximum amount of space
provided.
There is a discreet scent which
permeates these rooms and lends an
often homey touch to an otherwise
alienated freshman newly experiencing this "unique living experience" for the first time.
One important aspect which
everyone has noted from time to
time and which I will go into only
briefly, is the sensational eating
experiences in which they all partake at least once every day.
As DORM residents they have at
their disposal a dining room, known
as the Dining Commons.

holds it is the day songbirds are seen
choosing their mates. Valentine’s
legend, as a matter of fact, I find
quite charming.
It is not the traditional aspect of
Valentine’s Day I dislike. Rather, it
is the arm -twisting aspect.
It is the implications that
physical objects are necessary to
express sentiment. Candy, flowers
and cards are nice. But not as an
automatic reaction nor as the sort of
nervous, giggling reference we
should have all outgrown by junior
high.
If someone is really moved to
express love by sending candy or
buying a lacy card, that’s lovely. It
is just as lovely if sentiment expresses itself as patience or care.
I suppose, deep down. I enjoy
the cards and flowers of Valentine’s
Day as much as anyone. But it is as a
conscious, purposeful expression of
feeling that! enjoy them.
My favorite Valentine is simple.
It is just:
A kiss - with lacy edges.
A hug - with red ruffles.

One finds food forms never
before encountered in past experience and these forms soon
become quickly identifiable by their
mild taste and devastating affects.
The introduction mentioned the
fact residents are graced with
warm, running eggs. This is a
breakfast item rarely seen by
persons outside of the Dining
Commons and soon becomes appreciated for what it’s worth.
The remainder of the foods
proffered for our delights are hardly
worth mentioning.
Last are the DORM residents
themselves.
They are composed of persons
from all walks of life and provide a
multiplicity of stimulation in the
forms of music, communication ( or
lack of and eating habits.
For the "unique living experience" of a lifetime, one must
make a genuine effort to join in on
the loads of fun residents all have,
for they are residents of a
DELIRIOUSLY ODIFEROUS
ROOMING MANOR!

accurate meter of this "general
interest" claim.
A college newspaper should be
sensitive to the new ground being
broken by women athletes and the
increasing growth and competition
in women’s athletics - especially
since the program has brought SJSU

national honors in field hockey and
fencing and receives equal funding
with men’s athletics on campus.
By choosing not to cover SJSU’s
minor sports, the Daily is judging
athletes in judo, gymnastics, golf,
tennis, swimming and women’s
basketball. The Daily’s judgment of

Style, money opens doors

State politics--overwhelminl
By Ethan Winston
The state capitol in Sacramento
is a fascinating, even overwhelming
political arena where style is as
important as content and money
opens doors.
Ethan Winston Is a
Spartan Daily reporter

What does one observe and learn
during a semester of working in the
country’s second largest government, second only to the federal
bureaucracy?
Some things were minor,
perhaps inconsequential. At cocktail
parties, hold a drink in the left hand,
so as you shake hands and introduce

yourself, the right hand isn’t wet and
clammy.
Minor, yes, but first impressions
are important in many fields,
politics included.
Other lessons were more
disheartening.
As low person on the totem pole,
interns often get the task of answering constituent mail.
One letter writer was telling his
state senator to vote against the
Panama Canal treaty. Although this
letter provoked much laughter in the
office, it was a sad comment on how
little understanding many people
have about their government.
Another disturbing observation
was how public opinion was often
manipulated through the use of
meaningless images.

letters
Sports rapped
Editor:
I find it hard to confine my
thoughts to language which is not
"libelous or slanderous" concerning
your sports editor, Chuck
Hildebrand. How can a generally
fine paper elevate a man of this
character to such a high position on
your staff?
Would you please remind Mr.
Hildebrand that this is SJSU’s school
paper and that if the student body
wants to know about the Santa Clara
baseball team, the Crosby Golf
Tournament or Woody Hayes, we
can and will read the sports pages of
the Mercury or the Chronicle.
Otherwise, if it doesn’t do too much
damage to any major league egos,
yes, the student body does want to
know about OUR athletes - in All
sports.
Oh, and would you please
enlighten Mr. Hildebrand to the fact
that there is HO such thing as a
-minor sport." A sport is only minor
in the minds of those who fail to
recognize the ability, time and
sacrifice involved in competing in
college athletics.
Finally, Mr. Hildebrand should
realize that if there are any "second
class citizens of the SJSU athletic
community," they are not working
out in the gym or out on the field. He
is sitting in the Spartan Daily office
with the title of sports editor.
Hill Treseler
History sophomore
Editor:
In establishing its policy on
sports coverage, printed in a verbose column in Friday’s paper,
hopefully your staff’s editorial board
concurred that minor sports do not
deserve space in the Daily for other
reasons than they are "second-class
citizens" and occupy a "microscopic
niche of athletics."
baseball
SJSU’s
If
and
basketball teams serve the student’s
"general interest" enough to snub
coverage of the university’s minor
sports, then the Daily should publish
its opinion polls and statistics to
back up this claim. Certainly
baseball game attendance is not an

these athletes and their sports as
unimportant and undeserving of
coverage is a frightening display of
power by the paper.
When the Daily refuses to
recognize other campus groups with
its coverage and then offers biased
and unproven justification for its

reasoning, then the paper is abusing
its power as SJSU’salewspaper.
Scott Knies
Journalism senior

Rapes
Editor:
The recent 3:30 a.m. break-in
and subsequent attack on two
women is a direct challenge to law
enforcement’s ability to protect the
public as well as to the credibility of
our own moral code.
Despite recent arrests for prior
assaults on women, more
degenerates home-in on this campus
and terrorize female students.
Either the odds of success are
high in their favor or they know the
weaknesses in law enforcement’s
shield.
I say this because the crisis has
not abated even though more
campus officers have been added
and city police have increased
surveillance and patrol in this area.
I could criticize and accuse; instead,
what explanation can the police
offer the victims? Nobody owes me
an excuse.
Meanwhile, women living near
campus are not safe from attack
even in their own homes. As a male.
I endure the fear and mistrust
women rightfully feel toward all of
us.
It is the fear and mistrust
engendered by this latest outrage
which will cripple society in the long
run. So we are all victims. In all
honesty, I don’t think women are
safe enough here at SJSU, nor do
they have any business being here
unarmed.
Still, the trauma suffered by the
two women must force all of us to
take a long, hard look at campus
security to find the weaknesses that
allow mutant slime to run loose at
the expense of women.
Whatever the shortcomings are,
whoever is to blame, it must stop
now. If SJSU cannot guarantee a
safe environment for women
students, it forfeits the right to
teach.
Jerry A. Worley
Business senior

Who knows how many vol
Gov. Jerry Brown has garner
because he drives an old, beat s
blue Plymouth?
How much political mileage h
local Assemblyman John Vase(
cellos gotten because of his refw.
to wear a tie?
Politics rarely get sleazy
Sacramento until election time. Is
contested race a candidate c
expect to spend a minimum
$80,000. Where does this mon
come from?
Usually, the answer is spec
interests.
The Political Reform Act of If
was passed by California vott
through the initiative procef
putting a $10 monthly limit on I(
byist spending on an individi
legislator.
A good start, but not enouk
These laws do nothing to lin
campaign contributions by spec
interest groups and this is where t
money changes hands.
"Good will" lobbies are then a
disadvantage because, with ft
exceptions, social concern a ,
environmental lobbies cann
compete with their well financ
corporate and labor counterparts. ,
An important realization wh ,
working in Sacramento was t
system of checks and balances co I
hears so much about in politic
science classes exists and works. ,
The check for moneyed intere:,
in Sacramento is an informed a
active electorate.
Semester,
Sacramento
legislative internship program SJ:
student Alison Jones is participati
in this semester, is an excelle
example of the accessability
California’s government.
The lessons of Sacramento we
easy. Being informed, participatir
voting and being well financed is
damned good way of getting wl
you want from Sacramento.
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line of students

Interview sign-ups

By Chuck Henrikson
The line started forg about 7 p.m. Monday.
By 7 a.m. Tuesday it
wound itself all the
around Building Q.
Someone had set up a
at the front of the line.
pie bundled themselves
coats, blankets and
ping bags. Someone lay

atchdog
mbasts
erybody
SACRAMENTO t AP) 1978 California
islature was one of the
t conservative of this
de, but it was slightly
e liberal than the 1977
ion, a liberal political
p said Tuesday.
The Americans for
ocratic Action also
led Gov. Edmund
wn Jr. "Typhoid y" for his support of a
titutional convention
rce a balanced federal
get and said Brown’s
al
conservatism
unted to an "Inhuman
1."
The ADA said that on
average last year
slators took liberal
tions 54 percent of the
in key floor votes.
t compares with a 50
ent average in 1977, 58
ent in 1976 and 64
ent in 1975.
Democrats averaged
while
percent,
ublicans had a 21
cent. The highest
ocratic average in this
ade was 84 percent in
. Republicans recorded
gh of 36 in 1972.
Individual ratings for
were based on 15 votes
he Assembly and 18 in
Senate. Included were
sures to protect prime
icultural land, restrict
rt-ordered school inration and exempt the
-desert nuclear power
t form the nuclear
ratorium.
Absences counrted as
ng votes.
Assembly
Seven
mocrats
received
ect scores of 100,
aning they voted the
y the ADA wanted on all
ted votes.
They are Richard
torre, Howard Berman,
resa Hughes, Michael
os and Art Torres-all of
s Angeles-John Knox of
lunond and John Miller
Berkeley.
Five
Assembly
publicans - Mike Anlovich of Glendale. Bud
Monrovia,
of
flier
Iliam Dannemeyer of
Ilerton, Willaim Langer of Covina and David
,ring of Hacienda
ights-got scores of zero.

on a cot. It rained during
the night.
The doors wouldn’t
open until 9 a.m.
They weren’t waiting
for the Rolling Stones or
Super Bowl tickets. They
wanted to sign up for interviews for jobs.
More than 250 companies will be giving oncampus interviews to
graduating seniors between now and May. The
students in line were
waiting to get into the
Career Planning and
Placement Center to sign
up.
TThe tent people
arrived first. Shortly afterward, John Witty, accounting senior, set up a
beach chair.
"I think I’m officially
no. 4 on the list," Witty
said.
"I’m no. 3." "I’m no.
2," came two voices from
inside the tent. Preston, the
tent owner, was no. 1.
"It was fun," Witty
said. "I’m a little tired

now. I sat in this chair all
night. I slept all night. I
woke up though with the
intermittent showers.
"What’s the use of
going to school for four
years to become an accountant if you don’t get in
line early enough to get an
interview for a job you
want?"
Steve Vitlock, another
accounting senior, sat
about 10th in line.
"I got here around 9:30
p.m. There were 17 of us id
1 a.m." Vitlock said. There
was a lull in arrivals then
until 4 a.m.
"We all just sat
around, had a few beers
and some Irish coffee,"
Vitlock said.
"I’d say everybody
who was here last night is
an accounting major who
want interviews with the
Big 8."
The Big 8 are the major
international accounting
firms with local offices that
most of the early arrivals
sought interviews with.

A spot check of the first
few dozen people in line
turned up only accounting
majors.
Helen Olson, Career
Planning
Department
secretary, couldn’t understand why people had
waited all night.
"Somehow or other
they got the word of mouth
from previous times and
sort of panicked. Or they
wanted to be sure," she
said. "They’ll all get a
chance to interview with
someone or at least leave
their resumes with them.
"It really wasn’t all
that bad. They all wanted
to be number 1 in line I
suppose, "Olson said.
Each company will
schedule interviews with 12
students. Each student was
permitted two sign up for
four different interviews
Tuesday and four more on
Wednesday, Olson said.
"After four years of
school , what’s one night?"
Vitlock said.
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Black women’s day features speakers
By Cindy Tong
"What colored women
did in the past has made it
possible for us to be black
women today," Ann Byrd,
director of the Black
History Project in Santa
Clara Valley, said.
Byrd and San Jose City
Councilwoman
Iola
Williams were guest
speakers in front of a small
audience Monday as part of
Black Awareness Month at
SJSU. The event, "Black
Women in Contemporary
Society" was sponsored by
the Black Student Union
and highlighted Black
Women’s Day.
Byrd’s presentation
was based on the book,
"History of Black
Americans in Santa Clara
Valley," which deals with
the historical roles blacks
played in the late 1800’s and
how it relates to blacks
today.
The research for the
nook took one year, Byrd
said, and has been
available in limited
editions since Tuesday.
"I am impressed with
our black foremothers,"
Byrd said, as she revealed
the history of the first
meeting of the National
Association of Colored
Women.
The group held its
meeting in 1895, the first of
its kind since Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation, and consisted of two
groups, Byrd said.
"They
were the
National Federation of
Afro-American Women and
the National League of
Colored Women’s Clubs of

the United States of
America."
"Modern women think
the status of women is
new," Byrd said, "but it’s
not."
According to the book,
the women at the 1895
meeting had already
established the status of
women, she said.
"The book," Byrd said,
"is dedicated to those
women before us who toiled
in the kitchens of whites
who underpaid them...to
those women who continued the legacy and
survived the ravages of
time."

Williams believes her
selection was an important
step forward in history.
"The significant fact,"
she said, "is that San
Jose’s decision making
process is now open to
minorities."
Black boys and girls,
Williams said, no longer
have to dream of being
involved in a decison
making process which now
can be a reality to them.
"Lincoln once said the
role of government is to do
for the people what they
can’t do collectively for

"I am impressed
with our
black foremothers,"
Byrd said.
Williams, San Jose’s
first black council member, began her remarks by
saying, "I have found
where my role as a black
woman in contemporary
society is."
When she was selected
to fill Susie Wilson’s ( now
on the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors) seat,
Williams said she had
mixed emotions.
"There was a sadness
which revolved around the
fact I was the first black to
fill the office," she said.
"It made me think ii
we black people had ever
prepared a black to fill the
office. If we had, and the
person wasn’t allowed to
serve, that also makes me
sad."

themselves," she said.
"My power is with you. I
have the skills and you
have the power to help me
be effective. You are my
political clout."
We need to make it
’we’, not ’I," she said.
As a new council
member, Williams is
trying to let the people
know what is going on in
the government. She
believes she brings a
minorities’ perspective to
the council.
In finally choosing new
City Manager James
Allows)’, Williams said as
an example, much of her
questions to the candidates
were on issues concerning

minorities, and he seemed
the fairest.
Williams also plans to
"get busy" with improving
the image of the city
council.
"Council members are
ins place of honor and play
an important role model,"
she said. "They are accountable to the citizens."
Williams plans to
present a code of behavior
to the council members in a
month or so. The code of
behavior is different from a
code of ethics, she explained.
"We can’t change their
ethics, but we can try and
change their behavior."
Williams also is
planning to use interns in
her office to provide the
black person with skills
needed in political office.

"I’ve told them to keep
the costs as low as possible
for this," Fullerton said.
"The only major costs
should be in the construction of a reviewing
stand."
Faculty are expected
to participate in full
academic dress ( mortarboard and robes) the
president said.
"We just don’t have

enough opportunities to
bring out our academic
regalia," she said. "It’s an
honored tradition that I
would like to see more of."
Invitations to other
CSUC presidents, as well
as other leading education
figures in the nation, have
been sent and CSUC
Chancellor Glenn Dumke is
expected to attend, she
said.

"Black people going
into politics have to be
persistent," she said, -And
have a big enough ego to
say ’lean do it, I have to do
it,’ and keep going."

Wednesday, February 14, 1979, 8:00 p.m.
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Tickets: $5.00 Advanced Students
$6.00 At the door
Tickets available at the A.S. Business Office.
Tickets purchased for the previously scheduled
performance ofJose Limon will he honored at:
The DANCE SPETTRUN1 performance

"We have to move
from the state of thinking
about it to doing something
about it. There was no plan
to address the move form
the area of motherhood and

Talk to us last.
Ask the other computer
companies some tough questions about
their training programs, their attitudes
about ’going by the book: promotions.
profit sharing and the inmortance of
the individual.
Then ask us the same
questions

Mill knrIng.
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Program will include:
"Totentanz"
"Secret Silence"
"Shapes of Evening"
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about Ill’ you’ll like. For instance.
policy to promote horn within
rather than hiring over your head from
outside. lS..e share profits is ith everyone.
(The last semi annual bonus was more
than $21 million.) kke’ve never had a
lay-off in our -10-sear history. And our
sales are approaching $2 billion
Hut you can’t learn very
much about us from an ad. So representatives from I lewlett-Packard will be
holding interviews at your school on
[chinos 22.
[’hat gives you enough
time to check out the other computer
companies. And to check with vow’
placement office to arrange an appoint
mem. Or write to IlewlettI’ackanl.
Att 0 larry Amsden.
\ %Otte
Road. Cupertino t’A 0501.1.
Then let’s talk
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But questions such as
where will housing for the
poor be built, where are the
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low income area has no
room for more housing and
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years, have to be considered, according to
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Si
ails
career oppiirtunities are wide
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some computer background. Or an
engineering degree with an interest in
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"A masterful performance!
A triumphant lifting of the spirit!"
-San Francisco Chronicle

Careers in

Low Cost
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Associated Students Program Board
San Jose State University
Presents

computer marketing.

Spartan Daily
mond class postage paid at San
California. Member of
alifornta
Newspaper
Pubbshers Association and the
ssoriated Press. Published
doily by San Jose Statc
University, during the college
year. The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
thaw tf the Associa ted Students.
the University Administration
or the Department of Jour.
nalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only OA a
remainder of semester basis
Foil academic year, $9. Each
onester, $4.50. Off-campus
price per copy, 10 cents. Phone
2771181. Advertising 277-3171
by
Suburban
rioted
ewspaper Publication, Inc.

apple pie into reality,"
Williams said.

voting
Her
-no"
pattern on community
block grant funds for lowincome housing has been
criticized
by some,
Williams said.
"I am concerned about
what to do for the poor."

nauguration date set
or SJSU President
Formal inauguration
SJSU President Gail
llerton will be held April
in Washington Square in
nt of Tower Hall, acding to the president’s
.ce.
Classes will be
missed from 1:30 to 4:30
1. and staff offices will
se at 2 p.m. and for the
t of that day to allow
se to attend the 2:30
emonies for the 21st
iU
president.
The
racy will reopen at 4:30.
Fullerton said she
layed the inauguration,
4inally planned for last
, so she could devote full
tention to problems
.ountered during her
semester.

hi, A frie,/,,I,V)11

As the sun rose so did a group of cold and wet accounting majors after an all-night wait outside the
Career Planning Center. The first arrivals pitched a tent and later arrivals curled up under whatever
shelter from the rain they could find in order to get the choicest interviews with prospective employers.
These students waited for more than 12 hours. A fun time was had by all, they said.
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sports
Father, son ponder future

Elway plots course for first SJSU voyage
By Chuck Bustillos
While students in surrounding classrooms of the Old
Science Building diligently worked out various physics
and chemistry equations, SJSU head football coach Jack
Elway was attempting to work out a problem of his own in
his office in the same edifice.
The recently appointed replacement for Lynn Stiles
sat back in his chair and awaited the arrival of his wife for
a luncheon engagement. He took a worried glance at his
tie which was decorated with little SJSU emblems and
wondered what Mrs. Elway’s critique would be like.
"I like this tie," the coach commented, "I don’t know
if it goes with the suit though. My wife will probably make
me change it."
Decisions, decisions, decisions. The Elway household
has been full of them lately.
John Elway Jr. has been contacted by 55 colleges
including SJSU, to bring his rifle-armed quarterbacking
talents to their campus. lie’s got until February 21 to
make up his mind. Dad is busy preparing for his fall
debut. And Mom, well, she picks out Dad’s ties.
Six weeks have passed since the 47-year old Elway
was tabbed as head coach at SJSU. The former Cal-State
Northridge football boss left his post there to take on the
same duties with the Spartans. Based on his enthusiasm,
it’s not hard to see that Elway is happy to have been given
the nod over supposed front-running choice Bob Toledo.
who opted for the University of Pacific job.
"It all depends on how much credence you give
rumors," Elway said. "The press said that he ( Toledo)
had the job. The interviewing committee assured me that
they had not offered him the job. I think this job is a lot
better than the UOP job. You know what I mean?"
"You know what I mean" seems to be a common
figure of speech for the senior Elway. A common figure in
the athletic department is Athletic Director Bob Murphy.
Elway said that he was assured by Murphy that he would
not have a "beat Stanford and Cal or else" ultimatum
hanging over him.
"He’s i Murphy) been very personable and supportive. He did not give me any ultimatums. The top line
is to try and win, but my major concern is in my players’
lives. I want them to be headed toward getting a degree. I

want them to be proud to be a part of San Jose State
University football."
Elway emphasized that to generate a successful
football program, three things will be integral: 1 (Support
from the the students 2) Backing from the boosters and 31
completion of the expansion of Spartan Stadium to 30,000
seats.
"I’d like to generate interests from the students,"
Elway said. "I want them to feel like a part of the
program. Right to the point, the boosters here help
financially but they do a lot more important things that
give the program a big plus. People in the community can
identify and back the football program."
As far as the saga of Spartan Stadium, followers of
this plight know the soap-opera trail that has been
established over the years of constant complaint for expansion. There has always been an agreement for
building, but...

Murphy ’supportive,
gave no ultimatums’

tough one. But it’s an exciting challenge. Not only for me
but for the players. I look forward to being conference
champions. I’d like to say it’ll happen again next year, but
I’d be a damn fool if I did. You know what I mean."
Former head coach Lynn Stiles is now an assistant at
the University of Colorado. Daryl Rogers kept the same
team name (Spartans) in jumping to Michigan Stae four
years ago. Elway hopes that he can make San Jose a
permanent
residence
"If they gave me tenure tomorrow I’d sign it. I’m
really happy and excited about my job and the upcoming
season. I’m impressed with the faculty and the boosters
and I think with some of the recruits we got, we’re
establishing the nucleus for a very good team."
The Spartans have 33 of 43 players returning on offense and 31 of 45 returning on defense. Although Ed
Luther has all but locked up the quarterbacking duties,
Elway Senior would love to have Elway Junior on his
ballclub.
"For the past two weeks he’s really been uneasy,"
Elway said. "I told him to relax and quit worrying about
the decision. The decision is his. I know one thing-I don’t
think he wants to leave California and he’s wanted to play
in the Pac-8 (now Pac-10 ) since he was nine years old."
Dad boasts about his son as proudly as any other
father. Being a football coach, Elway has added reason to
worship his son’s talents.

In recent years, the Spartan Daily has not been in
fine -t of accords with the athletic department, nami
Murphy. Elway hopes to clear all animosi
"As far as I’m concerned, the Spartan Daily is
most important newspaper I’ll be associated wit
Elway said. "It’s the most direct contacts with
students and I want to keep contact with the studer
That’s one of the reasons I’ve been coaching for so lor
I’ve got a great respect for the young college student."

Daily ’most importan
paper for Elway
He also must have great respect for Ed Luther’s
His game plan is "to pass first and run second. I’ll (lo w
the defense tells me to do. If they’re dropping el,
people, I don’t think I’m going to pass. You know wh:
mean."
Spring practices don’t start until March 19,
Elway’s squad has been going through a rigorous runn
and weight training program. One of the reasons for
early practices is a proposed Alumni game slated
April 28th in Spartan Stadium.

"The target date for the stadium is April 1," Elway
said. "One of the big items when I was being considered
for the job is that I was assured that they were going to
expand the stadium to 30,000. That was a big plus in my
"For one thing, he’s the best high school quarterback
"It’s been constant work since I started. Meet
mind that I was assured of expansion of the stadium."
I’ve ever seen. I’m his father and I’m going to support him people, the boosters and recruitng. We’re mailing
One thing Elway and company can also be assured ofwherever he goes. As far as the pressure of playing for letters and I think there are a lot of interested play(
-the pre-Pacific Coast Athletic League schedule is going to Dad, I think the only pressure would come from being the I’ve been so busy lately, I haven’t had a chance to sit dd
be a toilsome experience.
coach’s son.I know he would gain the respect and friend- and organize that game."
If facing the likes of Stanford, California, Arizona and ship of his teammates. He treats others the way he wants
With all those decisions to make, it’s understandabi
Utah State (a PCAA member is not a tough enough to be treated."
You know what I mean?
chore, the Spartans have to play all these squads on the
1
road.
’As soon as we get that stadium finished, then we can
start having a ’home and home’ series with some of these
other Division I schools," Elway said.
Olin Mark IV, I, and head skis
The rigorous schedule has also been a plus. It helped
Royales, Tyrolia bindings
SJSU recruit some top community college and high school
Rain forced the cantalents.
Ra ichle Grand Prix boots
cellation of Tuesday’s
The young recruits look forward to playing teams scheduled
non-league
All for $9.00’
like those." Elway said. "I look at our schedule and it’s a baseball game between
SJSU and UC-Davis. The
Ski Tune-up $7.50-$2.50 Flatfile
game will not be
Wax $2.5042.50 P -Tex
rescheduled.
The scheduled men’s
also rent X -country equipment
We
The Spartan advantage
The last time the two tennis match between
priced same as downhill!
was four points until the teams played earlier in the SJSU and Canada College
Dons dwindled it down to season, SJSU won 79-44.
Fisher Skis.
was also washed out.
one. Again, San Jose was
able to prevent USF from
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Halverson lifts women cagers
By Chuck Bustillos
When last Saturday’s
women’s basketball gaome
between SJSU and the
University of San Francisco was held up 33
minutes due to a late official, it was an omen of
things to come for SJSU’s
Sally Halverson.
Halverson wears the
number 33 and it was her
scoring off the bench which
enabled Sharon Chatman’s
squad to barely escape the
Women’s Gymnasium with
a 50-41 Northern California
Athletic Conference victory. The word "barely"
should be emphasized.
SJSU won its 17th
straight contest in less than
spectacular fashion.
In the previous two
encounters with USF. the
Spartans won by lopsided
scores of 85-68 and 74-14.
Early in the fist half,
SJSU was sluggish and it
seemed like the five
starters, who destroyed
second-place Cal 80-50 only
four days earlier had been.
kidnapped and replaced by
imposters posing in Sprtan
uniforms.
It was bad enough that
the shots weren’t falling.
But when San Jose went
into its "let’s watch the
other team have lay-up
practice" and fell behind
19-13, that’s when Chatman
called on Halverson.
The 5’9" forward took
command on the floor and
buried three straight
baseline jumpers on three
consecutive trips down the
court. The third shot
sparked
SJSU
as
Halverson was fouled and
completed a three-pointplay to give the Spartans
back the lead 24-21.
Halverson finished
with 11 points, second to
Debbi Johnson’s 13.
"Coming off the bench,
I can view what’s going on
in the game and see where
a player’s weakness might
be," Halverson said.
"When I got in I had the hot
hand and when I got the

three-point-play, everybody started doing well."
Granted SJSU did start
playing better, but it
wasn’t until the final
minutes of the contest that
Chatman’s
club
was
assured of keeping its
undefeated ( 9-0 ) league
record intact.
SJSU led by seven at
the half, 28-21, and opened
up the second period with a
corner baseline swish by
( who else?) Halverson.
USF then put on a furious
rally, aided by the outstanding play of AllAmerican center Mary
Bile.
Hile forced three
consecutive Spartan turnovers and cut the SJSU
lead to 34-33 when she
snuck inside of San Jose’s
Elinor Banks and took slob
pass for an easy lay-in with
11 minutes to go.
Banks had to leave the
game in the final moments
as she twisted her ankle.
The ankle was wrapped in
ice and it is uncertain
whether or not she will play
tomorrow eyeing against
University of Santa Clara.

Earth Toys

RIPOFF

Here is your handy-dandy
Freeman’s for Sports

Overland Camping
through Europe
A F11,M PRESENTATION
EXCELLF:NT FILM ABOUT aurxarr

TRAVEL ACROSS

EUROPE
A REWA RDING JOURNEY OF EX PI ORATION AND DISCOVF.RY

Title

Time

COSSACK
Tues.. March 3.

Location

11:30

12:30

SJSU Chamber C0111161
2rui level Student Union
No Admission)
for further information,
contact Andy Meserth
at 292 1613

cokt
. s
Trip & Travel r at_
.g Co.,
Golden State vs. Boston Celtics
Wednesday, Feb. 21, 7:30 p.m.
Oakland Coliseum

San Jose State
Night With
The Golden State
Warriors

$2.00 Discount on Tickets
0.00 regular -86.50
$6.00 regular -$4.00
Buy tickets at the
A.S. Business Office
Only 100 Tickets Available
Last day to buy Tickets, Fri., Feb. 16
Sponsored by A.S. Leisure Services

SKI RENTAL PRICE LIST

Admission: STIR ONLY $1.00

Rip it out and stick it on your refrigerator,
or bulletin board or bathroom mirror or
wherever you keep that sort of thing.
2 days

3-4 Days

5-8 days

Skis & Poles
Boots
Demo Skis
Ski Poles
Powder Pants
Parkas
Sno-Boots
Ski Racks
Ice ax
Kelty Pack
Sleeping Bag
Crampons

$10.00
6.00
20.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
7.50
3.50

*13.00
8.00
25.00
4.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
6.00
7.50
9.00
4.50

$18.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
9.00
9.00
7.00
9.00
8.00
10.00
12.50
5.50

JUNIOR SKIS
Jr. Ski Boots
Jr. Ski Pants
Jr. Sno-Boots

7.00
4.00
4.00
3.50

8.00
5.00
5.00
4.00

9.00
6.00
6.00
4.50

CROSS COUNTRY
Skis & Poles
Cross Country Boots
Cross Country Poles

7.00
5.00
2.00

8.00
6.00
3.00

9.00
7.00
4.00

item
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Employment
Opportunities
For Seniors
We are looking for talented
individuals who are receiving
their degrees in electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering
and computer sciences.
Last year, Hewlett-Packard
provided over 700 career
opportunities for college
graduates like you. Again
this year. we are offering
hundreds of challenging career
opportunities. Plan to see our
recruiters on February 22nd.

SKI TUNE-UP
SPECIAL
Wales
al
ells mil PAM
yid saps, pie
lips me Poi ear

Sign up for an interview at
Career Planning and Placement
Buildling Q, Room 3, starting Feb. 13th

1495

OAK RIDGE MALL
Near Macy ’s

Phone 226-5555
Town & Country Village
SAN JOSE
Winchester Road Side

Phone 244-7300

We are an equal opportunity employer
dedicated to affirmative action.
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feature
alentine’s Day. . .
. . . a question and two pieces of timely advice
justice junior. "I’d send
my mother a card. I do
every year."

Feb. 14, Valentine’s
Day. A day when people
remember loved ones
with hearts, flowers and
candy. SJSU students
are not so traditional, as
the Daily learned in the
response we got to this
question: What famous
person would you send a
Valentine to and why?
Marcia Davis,
former student . said,
"Kurt
Vonnegut,
because he would appreciate it. I’d ask him
to write a book about
me."
Kim Cowell, human
performance junior.
"I’d send a Valentine
card to the Shah of Iran - because he needs some
cheering up."
Susan Salinger, fine

"I would send Wynn
Bullocks one of my
photographs because he
is
an
incurable
romantic. I am also an
incurable romantic."

Robert Alderete,
liberal studies senior.
"I’d send Patty
McGuire, center fold
playmate of the year, a
plane ticket so she could
visit me during Easter
break."

Dwight Jefferson,
behavior
science
sophomore.
"John
Carlos
because I
admire the guy."

Larry
Stanford,
administration
of

George Gomez,
sociology
junior.
"Elizabeth Taylor. I’ve
always admired her for
her cleavage and
because she is a good
actress and very
beautiful. I would send
her violet roses the color
of her eyes."
Michelle Billing,
graphic design senior.

Susan Salinger

John
marketing

Wooland,
senior. "I

Jim Combs

Robert Alderete
arts senior. "I would
send Robert Redfora
my
dog,
Peavine,
because she’s so cute;
and I would put my
pictures in a locket on
her flea collar so he
would have to either
return the dog or send
for me."

Donna 0!nieed,
psychology freshman.
"Hugh Hefner. I’d send
him myself. I’d wrap a
little bow around my
neck and put a bunny
outfit on and join his
farm. Sounds like an
easy way to live."

John Wooland

Jim Combs, undeclared junior. "I’d
send Jackson Browne.
my fiance because I
know that’s what she
wants for Valentine’s
Day.

George Gomez

would send Joan of Arc
a flaming arrow."

-Darcy Asvitt
-photos by

Bob Beattie, finance
junior. "I’d send Nixon
a card and a Mickey
Mouse watch, I guess.
Just to cheer him up."

Julie Bennett
Donna O’Dowd

f Cupid shoots his arrow, is it love or infatuation?
By Darcy Asvitt
Nancy and John have
en going out together for
couple of months now.
onight had been fun but
fter the movie John
talking
very
larted
giously about marriage
nd Nancy being "the only
le for him."

It all sounded wonderful at the time but now
at home, in the privacy of
her bedroom, Nancy
wasn’t so sure. Of course,
she liked John a lot. But
love? How did she know if
what she felt was real love
or just infatuation? Would
she have doubts if she were

really in love?
She pondered this
question for a while, and
not coming up with any
answers, she turned out the
light and went to sleep,
putting her doubts out of
her mind.
Many couples who feel
strongly about their mate

Here are some
Valentine’s
Day
suggestions for the
unattached:
-Buy your goldfish
heart -shaped
fishie
food.
-Start up a bulletin
board for dates. Give it
a catchy title like "Repo
Depo" or "Dates for
Flakes."
-Scratch your dog’s
chin an extra five
minutes.
-Go out and buy a
box of dried fruit and
then tell everyone you
"have a date."

-If you only have
one goldfish, buy
another one.
-Call your parents
collect. ( If they live
drive
nearby,
someplace far away and
then call them collect),
yourself
-Send
heart -shaped cookies
from the bakery and act
surprised when they’re
delivered.

--Wear a little red
pin that says "Be My
Valentine," (theoretically, if all singles would
do this they could spot
one
another more
easily).
-Give your favorite
professor a break - be
absent today.

-Play games. For
example, see how many
words you can derive
from your name.
-Pet a puppy, pat a
cat, and kiss a fish
(don’t confuse these or
you’ll be licked in the
face and scratched on
the nose).

t6,hT
r).k
-c0its

flashback
PiVe years ago today:
Mysterious bandits
woke int c the men’s
Education
’hysical
Eight
)epartment.
nembers SJSU’s judo
earn were robbed of
vatches and money, while
n practice.
The Iranian students
innounced their annual
:ultural week, Feb. 20-23,
iealing with the present
nilitary situation in the
’ersian Gulf.

Mobile, Ala. He had been in
prison for seven years.
In
a
six -column
editorial, the Spartan Daily
criticized SJSU President
John Bunzel for his
practice of making his
comments off the record
when speaking to the
Academic Council.
Bettina
Aptheker
Current SJSU women’s
studies
instructor

First of all, there is no
love at first sight, according to Dr. Chester
Winton, SJSU professor of
sociology. There is attraction at first sight, he
said. As we grow older,
most realize that true love
comes only after a long
growth process, spanning
many years. It develops
and blossoms with
repeated contacts and
shared experiences.

discussed facts about the
Mann County court house
murder-kidnaps and the
arrest of Angela Davis in
College
Union
the
Umunhum Room.

Infatuation, on the
other hand, is an irrational
emotion, according to
Winton. Infatuation is
affection for somebody
which isn’t controlled by
enexternal
their
vironment.
"Love is controlled by
society. It is accessible to
the appraisals of other
people," said Winton.
When in love, the
opinions of other people
matter; when infatuated,
they do not, according to
Winton.
"Society wants people
to ’marry well,’ " said
Winton. "Everyone has a
market value."
People get a certain
number of points depen-

Sometimes problems
arise in relationships
because people don’t live
up to their partners "ideal
image." People carry
around in their heads this
ideal image and, of course.
their mate never lives up to
this image.

For good relationships,
the partners should have as
many things in common as
possible, such as age, race,
interests, religion and
background, he said.
The more equality two

Seven years ago today:
Dave Chaney, SJS AllAmerican line backer
signed a one-year, five
figure contract with the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers of
the Canadian Football
League.

In a move to calm
troubled world money
markets and restore c onfidence in the battered U.S.
currency, the American
dollar was devaluated by 10
per cent..
Six years ago today:
SJSU celebrated the
awning of the Women’s
Center and the birthday of
suffragette Susan B. Anthony.
Twenty POWs return
home from years of captivity, the first of several
hundred released at the
lid of the Vietnam War.
First to step off the
Ilan was Navy Captain
lererniah A. Denton Jr., of

GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS

6 Idiot braes
AdMil oho
I 3 50151 of oil
9 Admst carboroor
II 4 ne. sped. olvos

Tonto
set tiiee
Chop o4
Now poirts
lobritolion

ONLY

Men and Women Hair cuts

$7.50

Shampoo and Set

$8.00

Shampoo, Hair Cut and Blow Dry $15.50

$25

1 1th and San Carlos

286-1317

NowFeb. 15

Feb. 15

Feb.20-Apr. 16
( plus playoffs)

Badminton

NowFeb. 22

Feb. 22

Feb. 25-Mar. 27
I plus playoffs)

Tennis

March 19April 5

April 5

Apr. 16-May 16

Basketball

April 4
Apr. 16-May 11
March 19April 4
( plus playoffs)
Sign-up in the Leisure Services Office or call 277-2972

Official’s Clinics
Official’s Clinics for basketball will be part of the
program’s new manditory training system. Only one
date is still open February 20 at 7 p.m., in the
Men’s Gym.
Associated Students Leisure Services extends its thanks
to the Miller Brewing
for its support and invites
all student!: to participate in the Intramural Program.

w

Masnak

Al3SOLUTELY,
POSITIVELY, HAVE TO
ROCK AND ROLL
RIGHT

you re tired of the pre-packaged stuff you
get from most bands, this record is addressed
NOWIf
to you. From Brownsville.
One listen and you’ll realize it couldn’t
have come from anyone else
Because no one else has their delivery
A delivery they picked-up from years of sending
concert audiences into flying fits of frenzy

11.
12.
11.
14

Cheri compression
Clod kat Ileitod4
Chock boner Ilvidtdd
Onmit Ponunission
lloitodd

PLUS TAX

SPARTAN MOBIL
294-1562

11’19 Lincoln Avenue
San Jose, California 95125
FOR APPOINMENT 1.11113/ CAll

PLAY
BEGINS

SIGN -1.13

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
1.
1.
3.
t
S.

in a class by itself

(..6PTAI
NIEF.TIN(;S

SPORT

Softball

These ideals change
with time when people
grow and develop different
interests. This also creates
problems, according to
Winton.

Bug Problems?

Monists’s Hair Design

Intramural Program

Also, there is evidence
that opposites attract. It
follows the rule of complementary needs
a
person who needs to
dominate is attracted to
those who have a need to be
dominated.

Try our
Our
SJSU’s swimming
.earn swamped San
Prancisco State University
5-28 in the Spartan pool.

ASSOCIATEd STUdENTS
LEISURE SERVICES

Since all marriages
involve a principal of exchange, each partner has
something to give the
other.

rEe.

yourself
-Send
flowers with a card that
says : Where have I
been all my life?

people have, the better
chance they have at successful love.

It is preferred by
society that you marry
someone with higher or the
same market value as
yourself, Winton said.

"Well then," you ask,
"how do you know the
difference between love or
infatuation?"

Unattached adults may play Cupid
to get over their ’left out’ feelings
By Maureen Johnson
Valentine’s Day is
traditionally thought of
as a time for "couples
only" but it needn’t be
that way. It’s time
unattached adults learn
to enjoy this special day
for themselves without
feeling left out.

ding on their parents’
occupation, the occupation
they choose, background
and looks, he said. For
example, more points are
given to one considered
good looking instead of
unattractive.

automatically label it love.
In actuality, it’s often not.
It could be infatuation, or a
deep
admiration
for
someone,
or
liking
someone because they
have the same qualities
you would like to have, but
lack.

HOURS:
MON-FRI 7:00 a.m.

OFFER GOOD FOR
1,,if54ftk,

;mkt, Its or.tl

M.,,

Brovnisvllie’s new album
’Air Special," stamps out everything else.
On Epic Records and Tapes.

7

VW. - AN Work, AN Makes. AN Year

libAll German parts Included
t

14461NOKAA

Available note al all

store’s
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feature
An ’inside’ view of today’s Nazis

’He’s intelligent, bright, witty . . ? and a Nazi
Editor’s note: To get a
behind-the-scenes look at
the American Nazi Party,
Daily reporter Norman
Gotwetter, %ithout identifying himself as a
reporter, attended one of
their party’s meetings and
a so-called "white power"
rally held in September.
This is part line of his
two-part report.

seem to get a kick out of
that.
There’s some buzzing
about a Time magazine
news brief concerning the
movie, "California Reich,"
dealing with the Nazi
movement in California.
The members are happy
about the national
publicity.
Publicity is much on
their minds. They not only
1979 Norman Gotwetter expect it at the rally that
The modestly dressed afternoon, they plan for it.
man seems the sort one
A member soon apwould run into in a San proaches the two high
Francisco park on a school students and asks
Saturday morning.
how they became inHis conversation is terested in the Nazis. He
intelligent,
he’s stresses to them the imknowledgeable, bright, portance of young people
witty and fun to talk with.
joining the party to carry
He is also a Nazi.
on their "work."
I ama Jew.
We discuss the upcoming party meeting,
which I inform him will be
my first.
My professed nervousness of the "white
power" rally to be held
later that day in Santa
Rosa, about 60 miles to the
north,
has
him
reminiscing. He was at all
the "good" ones, he tells
me: Los Angeles, San Jose
and now Santa Rosa.
We talk for awhile,
waiting for the others to
arrive and he does much to
relieve my tensions about
the rally.
By the time the
meeting begins, there are
25 to 30 members in attendance. All shape’ and
There is scattered
sizes.
conversation about the
An older man wearing relative "shortcomings" of
a tattered Army shirt, a blacks and Jews, and some
heavy-set woman with an other members are
unmistakable
German chuckling over a racist
accent and two Palo Alto joke or two.
High School kids who don’t
I volunteer to help set
look old enough to shave. up the chairs as more
They strike me as being out people arrive. The heavyof place here.
set woman goes around
The small bathroom is asking everyone for their
filled with the members invitations to the meeting.
changing
from
their She accepts the envelope
civilian clothes into their mine came in instead, after
uniforms. Like overgrown making sure my current
children, they go about address is on it.
proudly adjusting a
Gradually, things quiet
swastika armband, tying a down. Vincent strolls to the
bootlace, fixing a tie, front of the small meeting
trying on a helmet.
hall.
There is, of course, one
He announces his
person clearly in charge: happiness about the recent
Commander Allen Vincent. media coverage conHis love for the aims of the cerning the Los Angeles
Nazi party is obvious.
showing of "California
He asks what promp- Reich."
ted me to attend the
Someone mentions the
meeting. I launch into my Time piece; he reads it
prepared text about it aloud and appears even
being time to stand up for happier.
what I "believe."
Today’s meeting, he
He smiles and seems announces, will be shorter
pleased.
than usual since we have to
An issue of "Ebony" drive to Santa Rosa for the
floats about, much to my rally.
surprise, until I see the
Standing in full dress
reason: The cover shows a uniform, brown shirt and
black woman holding a pants, shiny black boots,
white child. The Nazis black tie with a red and

black swastika on his arm,
must
says we
he
"psychologically prepare"
ourselves for the "scum of
the earth" who would
disrupt the rally.
He’s convinced, he tells
us, that this time, the Nazis
will get to spread their
message, since he’s sure
there are enough "good
white brothers" in Santa
Rosa who support the
party.
He says the "white
brothers" are getting fed
up with the amount of
blacks and their influence
and he’s sure those whites
will be out to support us.
He points to the signs
the Nazis will carry,
basically ads with an in-

violence among the Nazis,
he says, to show the world
they are the ones being
attacked and persecuted by
the Jews and blacks.
He discusses the
logistics. The deputy
sheriffs and Santa Rosa
police are supposed to meet
us at a specific location and
escort us to the rally. He
stresses the danger the
members are in once they
arrive at the rally and
orders they all make sure
to wear helmets.
His main worry is
they’ll be attacked before
the police can protect
them. But of course, he
adds, one must be prepared
to risk injury for their
cause.
Only those in uniform
should be on the "front
lines." There are other
jobs, no less important, to
do for those of us in civilian
clothes.
We are to "infiltrate"
the crowd and while the
Nazis speak and those in
the crowd shout at them,
we are to shout things like,
"Free speech!" and "They
have a right to speak
also!"
We should make sure
to be in the front, to help
drown out any negatives
the crowd may be yelling.
We should, in short, engage
in a verbal battle with
those who would attempt to
shout the Nazis down.

vitation to write him for
further information.
He takes one in his
hands and discusses its use
as a defensive weapon. He
reassures those present
who don’t like to fight that
after all, whites who attack
the Nazis are no better than
the "niggers" and there is
no reason to be gentle if hit
first.
He demonstrates the
use of the placards: first
jab, then hit and, if all else
fails, throw it. One can
always hit or kick back
also, he adds.

By all estimates, the
crowd will be large and,
more importantly, he’s
sure the media will be
there.

Between 500 and 600
demonstrators peacefully
"toured" the security area
in back of the Municipal
courthouse yesterday in
support of Angela Davis.
More than 150 persons
crowded the San Jose City
chambers to
Council
protest the acquittal of
policeman Rocklin Woolley
who was tried and found
innocent of manslaughter
and possessing an illegal
tear gas device in the Sept.
19 shooting death of John
Henry Smith Jr., a black
IBM chemical research
technician.
A plan for the exSpartan
of
pansion
Stadium was approved by
the Campus Planning
Committee and sent to
SJSU President John
Bunzel for final appro.,al.
The $5.6 million project
called for expanding the

f

stadium’s seating capacity
from 16,200 to 37,000.
The AS. Council voted
11-0 to release $2,000 for the
use of Experimental
College.
Eight years ago today:
SJS President John
Bunzel spoke in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium on the
implications of Gov.
Reagan’s proposed budget.
Bunzel called for members
of SJS to inform the public
of the grim situation which
is now facing the college.
Gov. Reagan insisted
that California is gaining
on smog but "we have to
run to keep even."
A ruling by the ad hoc
Judicial Appeals Board left
A.S. President Bill Langan
"a bit more secure" after
there had been an attempt
to recall him.
The appeals board
ruled that the A.S.
Judiciary had no right to
allow an extra 48-hour
period for the collection of
more signatures on a
"recall Langan" petition.
12 years ago today:
SJSU graduate student
Richard A. LeClert, 23, was
killed in a one-car accident
on Highway 17.

16 years ago today:
SJSU industrial design
majors were treated to a
look at General Motor’s bid
for the car of the future.
GM refused to discuss
details of the car’s engine
or speed.
17 years ago today:
In a statement to the
California
Newspaper
Publishers Association
convention, Gov. Edmund
G. Brown reaffirmed his
opposition to permitting
Communists to speak on
state university campuses.
The
unexpected

the room and pick up
snatches of different
conversations.
The high school
students are talking with
Vincent and tell him
they’ve gotten a good

resignation of Dr. Buell
Gallagher as chancellor of
the state college system
was met with "astonishment and disappointment"
by members of the board of
trustees. Gallagher had
held the job only seven
months and resigned to
become the president of
New York City College.

Student
Discounts
$10.00
15% off over $10.00

1 242 s.lasecom nve. son lose

408-207-4707

AMIEIVA
CI% IE
4111.14.00.11-1841

Last Day
"SAMURAI
NIGHT FEVER"
Toshiro Mit une in
SWORD OF DOOM
9 00

also
Blazing sword play.
adventure and droll
zen humor, with:
ZATORICHI
AT - LARGE
7:15

Tomorrow:
KING OF HEARTS

New tam schedule
available at the
Student Union

COPIES
"SHARP - CLEAR QUALITY"

PHOTO DRIVE UP

6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
ONE NEAR YOU
1569 SARATOGA AVE
S Jose
(Across From Westgate)

2505 BERRYESSA RD
(iierryessa Photo) (At Capitol)

3591 EL CAMINO REAL
’(Lawrence Expressway)

252-2922
S Jose

258-8250
S Clara

249-0952

1572 MERIDIAN AVE
(Near Hamilton)

3205 CABRILLO
(Cabrillo & Calabassat

806W. EL CAMINO REAL
(Al Hollenbeck)

S JOSE

292-7000
S Clara

248-8271
Sunnyvale

733-5865

\\\X\\\\\\\\\NNN

Intersection of
So. 1st and So. Market 998-5060

10% off up to

pteturn tram,ng.n,t,sts Tat er.le, drafting suppli0141
pagntongs,graphic is art cl

I come to the conclusion that it’s not the
person I despise, but the
ideas. I can never call this
man "friend," of course
but, with a start, I find I
cannot call him "enemy"
either.
I shake the feeling off
and ask about his job. He’d
mentioned earlier he’d

the color film he gives m
The rest of the drive
pleasant, through so
beautiful, peaceful count
and I’m aware of
contrast between th
scenery and the den of h
I’ve associated myself w
for that day.
We talk of the weath
and movies we’ve seen. I’
relieved to finally arrive
Santa Rosa.
Tomorrow : the rally at
its aftermath

New Location

on An Supplies & Picture Frames

cartnter
e

I approach the man I
was talking to before the
meeting and ask if he’ll
give me a ride to the rally.
He has no objections and
refuses my offer to help
pay for the gas.
When it comes time to
leave, we walk to his
Volkswagen and get in. He
removes the swastika from
his left arm so it can’t be
seen from the street and
asks me to put it in the
glove compartment.
The traffic is heavy as
we pull onto a large street
and we move slowly.
I ask him what to
expect at the rally. He
doesn’t think it will be too
rough today and says the
Nazis should at least get a
chance to speak.
We discuss media
coverage. He’s very happy
about the fact that UPI ran
a story about the rally and
adds, "Coverage is
everything."
There have been news
reports on it all week, he
tells me, in San Francisco
and some surrounding

all stereotypes, there is
also one about the
"average American Nazi."
Most of us hide behind
the comfortable notion that
these are not people, that
they’re monsters, so
grotesque they’re somehow
always separated from us.

once worked for the federal
gov zrnment, but was now a
longshoreman.
He says he doesn’t
keep his Nazi affiliation a
secret at work. He adds
that he doesn’t mind the
fact that about 50 percent
of his co-workers are black.
This man would never
admit it, could never bring
himself to, but he is
viewing the black men he
works with as men.
It’s confusing to him,
since he cannot comprehend the notion that
blacks are inherently the
same as whites, so he invents a reason for his attitude.
These blacks are
"different," he tells me. He
jokes
with
them,
sometimes inviting them to
the Nazi meetings.
I reach into the back,
pick up his riot helmet and
try it on. I feel most out of
place now, the Jewish kid
hailing from what could
only be called a "Jewish
ghetto," riding down the
freeway wearing a Nazi
helmet talking amiably
with a likeable man who’d
like nothing better than to
see all Jews thrown out of
this country.
I give silent thanks for
America.
Being interested in
photography, I notice his
camera on the back seat. I
look it over and he suggests
I use it to take pictures of
the rally for them. I agree
and load the camera with

E;ECONOMY
iMPORTS/Nc.
IMPORTED CAR PARTS

20 years ago today.
An SJSU woman was
expected to remain in
O’Connor Hospital several
weeks after being struck by
a car as she crossed Fifth
Street.

iriA:16,,"

In another part of the
room, the older man in the
Army shirt is blasting Jews
and blacks with much
fervor to another man.

I get a sandwich and
walk outside for some fresh
air. I begin to wonder if the
FBI is on some rooftop
somewhere taking pictures
of us. The sandwich lies
like lead in my stomach. I
move back inside.

flashback
Seven years ago today:
students
Foreign
learned they could take a
breather from rising
tuition as a Los Angeles
Superior Court issued an
injunction restraining state
colleges from imposing a
planned $17 per-unit fee
increase.

He suggests they begin
a
"white
power"
organization on campus
and he pledges whatever
help he can give. He
reassures their fledgling
beliefs in the Nazi doctrine.

They compare "battle
scars" and are thankful for
their helmets. One says a
brick smashed into his
helmet at one rally,
knocking him down but
otherwise not injuring him.

The members will car
pool it to Santa Rosa, but
there is time before we
must leave. The formal
meeting breaks up and we
have an hour or so before
we must leave to be on time
for the 3 p.m. rally.
Several members grab
the sandwiches that were
made for eating on the way
to the rally. I roam about

communities and he expects a large crowd.
It’s a comfortably
warm day as we cruise
along toward the Golden
Gate bridge. But as we
cross it, I’m struck by a
rather
uncomfortable
feeling.
I realize with a start
that I, in fact, find this man
likeable, a person who
makes friends easily. Like

’We are to ’infiltrate’ the
crowd. . . we are to shout
things like ’Free speech!’
and ’they have a right to
speak also!"

I stand next to two
members discussing their
"battles" much like a war
veteran would. LAS Angeles
was rough, they say, but
San Jose was rougher.

’He reassures those present
who don’t like to fight that
after all, whites who attack
the Nazis are no better than
the ’niggers’. .
But they must be
careful, he warns. They
must never hit first, but
strike back only if attacked, in "self defense."
It’s
important
to
display an aura of non,

reaction when mentioning
"white power" to their
friends in school.
They discuss with him
what they call the myth of
South Africa, one of them
claiming to have once lived
there.
Vincent is pleased and
offers to supply them with
a book on "white power" to
read and show their
friends.

I

Students stop by and
pick tip 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking
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wiretap

classifieds

saying authorities "had
taken the fun out of it."

Slate

op veto
SACRAMENTO ( API Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.
esday reversed two of
ree orders issued in
ecember by outgoing it.
ov. Mervyn Dymally
ripping the lieutenant
vernor’s office of some of
duties.
Dymally’s action,
ken while he was serving
acting governor when
own was out of the state,
parently was an attempt
limit the influence of the
an who defeated him in
vember. Republican
die Curb.
The
secretary
of
te’s office announced
Democratic governor
wed orders returning the
mmission on Food and
trition and the Rural
outh
Employment
’ogram to Curb’s office.
But Brown did not
sue an order giving Curb
thority over the
uthwest Border States
which
ommission,
ymally also removed
om the lieutenant
Fvernor’s office, said
aren Daniels, press
retary to Secretary of
ate March Fong Eu.

Grow up’
LOS ANGELES (AP) ) former fishing buddy of
,ee Marvin confronted the
ctor angrily in a cour^oom Tuesday and told
im: You have to grow up
,ee, stand up and be
ounted for ... You’re not
Fe Lee Marvin I knew."

- A police officer took to
the sidewalks with his
cruiser to rescue a
pregnant woman in a
stalled car. She arrived
safely at as nearby hospital
to have her baby.
- Teen-age youths in
Georgetown peddled beer
for 50 cents a can to
commuters inching their
way toward Key Bridge in
efforts to cross the
Potomac River into
Virginia.

Spankings
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
( API -- A measure
specifying that corporal
punishment may be used in
Tennessee public schools
was approved Tuesday by
the House Education
Committee. The bill,
sponsored by Rep. Jim
Richards, R-Knoxville,
passed without discussion
on a voice vote.
It says every teacher is
authorized to hold every
pupil strictly accountable
for any disorderly conduct
in school or on the
playground, school bus or
at recess. Richards said
the measure is designed to
reassure teachers and
administrators that they
may use physical means to
impose discipline.

International

Full time
10
Key
operators for tax season, on
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 794

Part time,

announcernenlls

Khademi
ISFAHAN, Iran I AP Seated on a rug in the
corner of a tiny room, a
frail, elderly man wrapped
in blankets dispenses
justice, offers advice and
settles quarrels in an ageold system that has proven
stronger than the up-todate government of the
shah.
The man, Ayatollah
Agha Hossein Khademi,
represents a distinctly
Islamic mix of religion and
government that has been
given new life with the
success of the anti-shah
movement led by another
ayatollah,
Ruhollah
Khomeini.
The ayatollahs - the
title means "Mark of God"
- proved the decisive
factor in rallying Iran’s 32
million Shiite Moslems
against the 2,500-year-old
monarchy and forcing its
collapse. They now have
the power they need to
achieve their goal -reducing Western influences in Iran and
restoring a traditional
Islamic society.
Khademi is recognized
as the patriarch of Isfahan,
the second-largest city in
this semi-arid country of
elevated plains, mountains
and deserts.

Pro DJ (5.150 student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party

3613 194 3134
5350
hour Work 4 hours every other
Sunday morning, cutting grass,
trimming hedges.

etc
iob 298 4900 Mrs E rnm

MEN, WOMEN,
CRUISE

San

Sierra club meeting rues 7 30 Pm
Guadalupe Rrn student union
Outdoor and conservation ac
tivities

in

Aquarian

Gospel. Prosperity. 298-4509.

Pre

members

registration required by Feb. 16.
Register in Old Science Building

and

Accurate

contact Sue Ann or Ron for more
information at 287 8887
to
live in
Student
in
Salary
Ow /Board/Srn
for child care and It

Wanted

return

YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for

Non Smoker. Mt. View

recrd.

These are

Bowman,
7:00pm

M.A.

fees.

Inquire

Carol

Lynne

247 250.4 5:30
Item Iprn

most eves,
Also.

Saturdays.

Mary Krause

of

colors.

for

Success

Dress

the

1749 for Appt.

in

area. 255 5381
Persons to make cent moos pt time
restaurant reports for Natl Mket
Research

The fishing boat
perator had been billed
arlier as a "surprise
itness." Nelson testified
hat the actor boasted he
ad given Miss Marvin,
the house, furs, jewelry,
oney -everything."
Nelson admitted that
e and Marvin had ended
heir friendship when the
ctor sued him over
wnership of a fishing boat.
"He won.
felson said.

I

lost,"

Marvin’s lawyers had
ried to show that the
fitness was testifying out
f a grudge against the
ctor and was not telling
he truth. During that
uestioning, Nelson began
is outburst directed at the
Marvirf,
thite-haired
itting nearby.

7612. Santa Clara, CA 95051. or
call 247 3466

4necdotes
WASHINGTON ( AP) as the nation’s capital
’ecovers from one of its
vorst-ever snowstorms,
’rustrated commuters and
ity residents are swapping
itories of bizarre events
luring Monday night’s
narathon rush hour, which
asted nearly 10 hours.
among the anecdotes
flaking
the
rounds
fuesday were these:
- A woman stepped from
Fer Rolls Royce in trafficmarled Georgetown and
vent from car to car asking
f anyone had a corkscrew
Fecause she wanted to
’drink this marvelous
Fottle of wine I’ve got in the
runk."
- A congressional aide was
halted by police as he tried
to ski from his Capitol Hill
home to the Capitol. Police
told him it was illegal to ski
there. He finally gave up,

CENTER

has
for

opening

dependable student. Must have
work study clearance and be
available Saturdays 9’4. Pay IS

CORP.S
PEACE
VOLUNTEERS contact Patty
Gerken. 277 3446, Ind. Studies

artist

TOMORROW
at Noon. in Amphitheatre

YWCA

work

Study student preferred
who has access to car. Call 295
4011. Ask for Dee.

FREE

PEOPLE HELPERS!!
is your chance to

classroom knowledge In the real
world and apply your skills in a
meaningful way. Develop your
one to one
relationship
and
group skills while enchancing
personal growth and satisfac
tion. Make an individual impact

trip to SQUAW VALLEY. Feb.
1718th. Come join us for fun and

community.

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS
The widest selection of

IT!
the

Highest fidelity at Inc Lowest
AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for

school application. Call Judy at
SCALE 277 2189 for more in
formation.

need in home entertainment at 5
to 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg

CHALLENGING CIVILIAN
ENGINEERING POSITIONS
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Civil (Structural)
Engineers
Nuclear Engineers

5

Starting salaries up to $18,044 depending
on qualifications

Excellent opportunities for advancement under the
Merit System to Senior Engineer levels with pay
levels in $19,000 529,000 range All Federal Civil
Liberal vacation allowance, paid
Service Benefits
sick leave, partially employer funded life and health
insurance programs, excellent retirement plan
Relocation allowance for self and dependents.
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard has been established
for over 85 years. Located in scenic Bremerton on a
deep water arm of Puget Sound, it is a semi -rural
community with a mild climate, only one hour from
Seattle, recently_ recognized by several publications
as the city with the best "quality of life" in the
country.
Contact your Placement Officer for an interview on
March 1. 11 this date is inconvenient, you call toll free
1 800-426 5996: or if you wish, you may mail a
resume to:

(ATTEN C 1 70 2C1

BREMERTON, WASH. 98314
f MPi OYER M

CAN’T

grow

like

for

Competition

smiling.
JAY: If you ever need someone lust
to be there, remember you’ve

this!

the

3 bdrrn. Victorian

duplex.

Upper
Unit,
Completely
AE K.
uilt In
remodeled.
vacuum, forced air, own utility

1.1 S

Janet 227 9525

by

for
a
Wedding
Photographers Images by John

Looking

in

are expressions of

creasing numbers of people is
the major cause of inflation. on
Valentine’s day
and always

elegant

Love carefully!

769 7937

the
high
prices
at
Pacific, or the thrown together
junk systems at Cal, then you

maid/serv.,

everything

T.V

BETH: Thanks for the best 3 months
of my life. I’m looking forward
lathe next 80 years. Keep your

KATRINA

EXPERT

furnished.

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid serv fireplace.

automotive

courtyard, parking, $32 per wk.
share. SS5 single. 202 S 11th St.
call first 293 7374

Day!
With
Respect. Paul M.

all

our Sips: Happy vaientine’s
Day. Love, your devoted little
sisters, Lisa. Patti and Sue.

Lisa

and

all

PATTI: Thanks for being my friend!
Happy V. Day. Luck and love,

Babysitter

S.J.S.U.

TYPO GRAPHICS, INC,
Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/Legal typing and trans.
Publications/ Brochures.
Term papers.
10
with

To My Tommy Turtle. Happy
Day!

Love,

maybe next

percent discount to students
student
ID
cards.
For

appointment call

297 9954.

the
Prof

Cop

Tyist

Fast, accurate.
IBM Selectric

reasonable.

John
MIKE 5: markieyvine
ski season!

available
in
Part time.

other

Day. Love LaUra

Valentine’s
Striker.

area.

References. Debbie 292 7140,

Gamma Phi’s. Happy Valen
tine’s Day. Love, GDI Laura

EUBIE.
LADIES of Gamma Phi: Happy
Neeps and
Valentine’s Day.

2199170

$1/pp Sheila

Happy Valentine’s Day!
I’ll love you always Tweeky Be
my Valentine? Love. Dede.
PATTI,

(On

Expert typing and proofreading of
term papers etc fast service

Due

BRUCE.

TO
TO

Martin
TON IGH T’s
THE
NIGHT
secret
Love
your
Valentine

252 8058
Lernke’s

Typing

Service

Student

Rates 292 4720
HEY, San Jose: Moo Cow, Elephant.
Cookie, and all the rest, want
They’re
to write.
everyone
really gong to miss you ... (Me.

Gil. Roses are Red. violets are blue.
Theta Chi is great and so are
InSu.luv your big sis.

Typing

thesis, term papers, etc..
experienced and fast. Phone 269
0674.

Jelf Ign-atovith, This is to your being

too!).

"My Dearest Jett" 365 darn a
JS luvs JL and wants the world to
know It.

year. Love Ta Lou.

travel

You think I don’t, but I do, I don’t
CONGRATS to the greeat actives
and sensatiional new pledges of
Sigma No. You’re the best We
love you. The Moulder Angels!
SCOTTIE

It

M:

looks

like

Rosa

Flores.

I

want to lose you, but you really
aren’t mine, Brat
Dear Javi, Words could never
express all the feelings I have

our

"relationship" has "developed"
from 8 and W to living color!!!
Love, your "Daily" Valentine.
have not

_
Happy
THE
KO’s:
LISA
OF
Valentine’s Day. I have not
forgotten the Stroganoff! LOW,

CHARTER

FLIGHTS 1979... We
represent all charter operators:

for you, but here’s three. I love

LONDON
PARIS..

you. Your Consentida
To Kadee, Mark and Gregg Thanks
for being the best family in the
world!

Happy

V

Day

Love,

Teddy, Lion, and Mark, have a
happy Valentine’s day. I love

COSTA RICA.. JAMICA., RIO
DeJANEIRO
HONG KONG..
TEL
AVIV
MANILA..

you all Love. Miss Gordy
wizard

of

many

Love from The Bear

colors,

TOKYO .

Stand tall today and hold your
staff
high!
LOve
Maiden

SIGNAPORE.,

NEW
YORK
student flights
throughout Asia. Africa and the
Middle
East
international
CITY

Baba Babar. Janda and little Baba
love you very much .S0 do I

Plus

Student Identity Card issuance
Eurail.
Student
Rand
and

Happy Valentines Day. Huggs
and Kisses. Love "Mik ie"

Britrail passes
cards

DWIGHT YODER

MIKHAIL, even though you’re far
away, my love grows stronger

To my big bra Chris, Have a very

AUSTRALIA..

TAIPEI
HONOLULU

Melwen

TO ALL MY Hoover Hall Honey’s
Happy Valentine’s Day! Love
from your little Sweetheart. L

Laker)..

ENEVA
SHANNON..
BRUSSELS..MADR ID.,
MILAN.
YUGOSLAVIA.
LIMA.
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA)..

Lisa.

Valorin

( inc Id ing

FRANKFURT..
DUSSELDORF
(Amsterdam’s
new
gateway)..
ZURICH COPENHAGEN,

Teddy B.

every day

My SJSU man
who I love and miss very much.
Hapy Valentines Day Lydia

placement

Youth

Hostel

Overseas

job

U S A ,

CANADA

and MEXICO TRAVEL
Hard
to find Travel books. Luggage.

and board for right
For
company
and
friendship for older Professional
man Active and Involved in

Happy

Valentine’s

Valentine’s

Day

backpacks and other
aids
Trip and Travel
Planning
Company
(charter

travel

Love

Laura

Travel Spec ialists) 444 E Wm.
Street (blocks from Togo’s1 San
Jose, CA 95112 2921613 Mon
Fri 96. Sat 103

To my Favorite Sig Gerry, have a
OH SANDI! Drop by fOr another
bottle of Cabernet Love ye, Bill
LAURA Callaghan.

happy

Valentines

day

Love.

Laura

Individualistic

young woman. You’re a triend
Happy Valentine’s Love. John

Eve

HEY Flaming KD’s! You’re hot
Flame on! Love from the Bros
ot PIK A

Roommate needed for 3 bedroom
house Half block from Duncan
Hall 5170.00 per Month, plus

HEY Gamma Phi Bela, Looking
forward to some good times
Love, the Brosof PiK A

deposit Male or Female
Contact Jole or Woody. work
777 2249 home 293 6094

nice

Day, Leclu

room
student

Business and Community
and weekends 747 7723

theses.

Call
Typist
List)
Kathie Blossom Hill Area 578
1216,9am gpM

Low A La Plus Belle.
Fille Du Monde Happy Valen

HePPY Valentine’s Day. Love.
John.

Free

VW Van ’64 with ’70 built engine
125,080 miles) Excellent con
dition inside and out. 5900 or best
Offer 326 8280 or 267 8957.

years

Correcting

Graduate

Love, your babe forever. SL!

tine’s

at

Maps

11/11 St. 2794504.

anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Audio Enterpirses Has It!

20

IBM

Selectric Term papers,

Mature

from

S30 per
wk. Share. S50 wk. single, 1229.

owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255-0550.M F after 2 p.m..

TYPING

experience

Be beautiful and
broshe I love you always, babe

sparkle. LOW. Dan

PAST I E sisters and friends: You’re
Zany! But you matte me smile.

parking

John

ding photography. call

campus, kitchen. facilities, linen
and

understood
by
For the finest wed

reports, manuscripts, etc.

2nd. 377,6998.

works,

soft.

love.

and

everyone!

TO the brothers of Sigma Cho Happy
Valentine’s Day Love, the Gay
Liberation Front
V. Happy V day

rm. 1.003 sq. ft. $300/mo. 712 S.

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across st

IBM Sel II South
Blossom Valley Area

Department

earth’s

resources

TO V’s guy: My One and only for all
time!
I
love
you.
Happy
Valentine’s Day!

LARSON Rider. I want your body!
Don’t keep me waiting Love
and hot kisses, Amber.
SJSU.

Approved by San Jose
Graduate

University

Slate

exceeded
deaths
by
IS
million
in
1978.

almost

dwindling

housing

purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound

5100

for sale

THE men of Pi Kappa Alpha would
like to wish Me lovely ladies of
SJSU a Happy Valentines Dar

Volvo ’70. 4 speed good cond AM,
FM stereo 01,903 or best offer
294 7396 after / prn.

Female roommate needed to share 3
bed 2 bah apt 5100 per month
plus one third utilities 15 mmn.

1973 MAZDA R X2 4 speed
CONDITION 51,150/off
238 4469 or 925 6974

Female to Shure 1 Bd

from sceool. nice area 267 9909

Mickey

GOOD
ED at

Apt Sauna,
pool. lacccuzi Central lox 5175
my
and util
Eves 2407773
Leave mess 255 5437

Thompson Polisher Valve

Covers for Chevy Small Block V
Like New! 535.00 Call 277 843
ask for Gene

flexible enough to try a new
contact Carol
shoe or two
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2532
for more information.

Wahl
winning

Congratulations
the

You’ve
year!
down! YEAH,

On

award this
F f
won it hands

WM

RATES--

16
One
I e’res

Seeking a female companion to live
with a nice, handicapped man
And hOping the woman would

Spartan
the
0
ly You can receive one
to three units through as IS 180
class, and work with concerned
We
supervision
professional
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft and

JIM

ALEX Cot UCD, clever and Ming
makes you fun Love. Nancy

help wanted

Do you need a couple of units, if
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our

LITTLE sisters of PiK A You make
it all go round Happy Valen
tine’s Day! Love from the Bros

CIRCLE your calendar now! Party
With the PIKES on Friday. Feb

personals

publication

PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD

vechten

Van

just checking it out,

San Jose

Day. Love ye Curly.

I will call soon.
Happy Valentine’s Day. Geoff

year

4 speed 2000/offer
good condition Phone. 377 68

felons
BRADLEY
Stand up
WE

forgotten!

extended wrnty. All accessories
at cost w/purchase of any
system! 5 FREE LPs With each

1976 Pinto Pony

NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
ErperienCed
GUARANTEED
in Masters. Reports. DiSSer

Rick
MR

ACCURACY,

TYPING

Of all the 20 year old girls
know, you’re my Wei:trite’ Love

HEY Kink, I’m really glad to be
your friend Happy Valentine’s

MARIA

home, stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s VTRs, videoscreens
and games. Everything you

optional

MARK Lenglet. My heart goes to
absence
you
because
your
Makes me blue. Canada here i

while serving a real need in Inc
Earn 1 3 units of
credit while gaining valuable
experience for job and grad

prices!

Plus

HAPPY Valentine’s Day. Suzanne,

use

Almaden Room, Student Union
Also coming up is the Weekend

wrnty.

AN F MAL OPPOH111511T

Here

nearly 300 brands of audio
components,
compacts,
per
tables, and accessories for auto,

Bring your lunch and enjoy!
MISNi Ni rrr

RCD ill
BOZO Thanks for making life so
great at SJSU Happy Valen
tine’s Day Love Munchkin

Warni.

needed.

207. M,W,Th, or F 9-6

sun in the mountains.

LOVE YOU... 00X0X0005

TO ALL the Sigs. Happy Valentine’s
RECYCLING

RETURNED

potpourri of comedies, tragedies
historical plays and sonnets.

services

Roses are red. violets Ore
blue, my life is Complete. Cut I

KATHY W. Nappy Valentine’s Day.
I wanes’ be your valentine Love

LAURA Callaghan, Individualistic
young woman. You’re a friend.

n the beginning, there was Nelson.

SHAKESPEARE’S LADIES

Happy Valentine’s day to
Hap
best little brother

big kis. Barb

Box 20241 San Diego

FREELANCERS and students who
are
seriously
interested
in
starting a business studio or
darkroom write to D R S , Box

all the love

w

piness and peace always, your
Happy V day!
Let’s
make it luicy until April? Then
we’ll start again

me.
Valentine Love SPW

Proficiency

required.

specialists

References

04/hr. Call 2774681.

U.S. Citizenship required.

National

Firm

immediate

and Snowbird: Transportation,
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included for $180.00 Sign-ups
start Feb. 27th at 730 a.m. in the

the

GIGGLES
You’re so very special to
won’t you please be my

got a friend. I miss you

Deli Counter Girl NEEDED 49 pm
Cupertino
daily and wknds.

CARDS
WANTED
Quick Cash, See Dr. Lapin Bus
Tower 763 or call 837’0191

UTAH, During Spring! break
with SJSU SKI CLUB, FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City. Alta

ADON

M.J

TIME

work from 12 tot 30. M F 13.00/r
and lunch. Lord Chancellors.

BASEBALL

SKI

backgammon

DISHWASHER We need you to

for

minded. You never have to
a clothes mistake again.

love

000

MICHAEL, Happy Vaientine’s Day.
Love always. Sandy. P S.. keep
PART

WANTED:

business

make

land Mel

Bambi. Mink, Lips.

Booboo

Monkey
A
very
haPPY
Valentines wish to my favOrite
Pers. in the world even if you
can t
play
tennis
Be

Irish,

a dumb

Superstar
Happy
DEAR
Valentine’s Day. sox Sparkles

Experience Required. Call 287.

style description, in a portfolio.
References.
only.
By
appt.
scale

To

NEEPS

births
Flexible Hours/Good
Pay Aides/Ord S5.00/hr. LVN’S
S6.50/Hr. R.N.’S SlIthr. Some

about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal

Sliding

you’re

The SJSFC

J T 5

you.

come

NURSING

the rest of your life. I give you

details

though

You’re the greatest valentine
Luc
ever! You big SA TEN

MICK IE

279 0951.

COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style

Brown Bag Theatre presents
its 1st show

Ssveetkums
DEAR Barb Happy Valentine’s Day
to the best roomy yet. Even

MB could give Love Winky
5 P

961 1314.

GRAPHIC

Rope Nelson, a
awaiian fishing boat
aptain whose friendship
ith Marvin ended in a
tter lawsuit, testified
gainst the actor in his
operty settlement suit
ought by Michelle Triola
arvin, who lived with
arvin from 1964 to 1970.
he seeks half of his earproperty
ngs and
quired during those
ears

transportation

Own

hseink

Jose. Call Paty 984 1642.

SU( IATF I) 511 DENTS PIEGRAM BOA
SAN .10,1 s-TATI INIVF FIST’

iloup you mOre than I
could ever say Looking forward
to
together
a
lifetime

MICKEY

reasonable too. IBM Selectric.
Give me a try. I’m In West San

description.

my

Ines Day With Call 792 5295

Jose

Welcorne!
Fast,

Be

CUTE, sexy, single blonde waiting
for sexy male to Spend Valen

87 Valley Fair. San

Co

Experienced person needed to work
in restaurant section of Sun ’n
Please
Foods
Natural
Soil

outside 0.1. office from 11,30 1
Everyone
2712901.
or
call

TYPING-

sounds

always, your special valentine

SEMINAR Sat. Feb. 241119 a.m.
5 p.m. at SJSU Student Union
Ball Room. S5.134) general $4
SOTA

TX

ART SALES. Part time Retail Art
Sales Art cop helpful, but will
train San Jose Art, Paint and

DISABILITY

AND

SEXUALITY

Monterey

Park

8350
Dallas,

127,

Suite

Lane,

Develop

Psychic

Immediately!

Service,

American

ELLOVVSHIP

meditation,

went.

Happy Valentine’s Day
LORA
Have a great day
Lao ye
always and forever. Robert

Valentine Fully Puppy

no experience
excellent pay Write

necessary

Wall

Classes

My heart pounds for your

sweet love

75231

Salvador

LIFE

arearot
Trish L

Steady

Work at home

Box 61035,560o . CA 95860
Healthy Not Deli Sands Homemade
Pep
not commercial
soups

CIRCLE OF

Wanted

Addressers

America Career Summer, Send
1315 for Info to SEAWORLD.

126 E

Lisa B
Thanks you tor being the
lite of my life Also for all the
special memories Love Jan

Robert
Happy valentine’s
I love
Dar to my "Bamtnno
you, always and forever Lora

Love. ft, sVoP

No experience High Pay. See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So

Drinks and Crepes

DEAR

Expedition him and other into

GARDENER HANDYMAN

15/hr 286 3719

JOBS
FREIGHTERS

GREENPEACE at SJSU! March 6.
3 IS
11
Ronm
Umunhurn

like a longterm relationship I
live near campus and My phone
number is 290230e

DENA "St " Donna?, To the anuei
who brought me happiness
Happy Val from Wiii
HAPPY 19th birthday. Carol! Love

afs

day
$ I 50
2 00
SO
ori

wre,
I in h4ddotronal

Exp

Typist

reasonable

Fast, accurate,
IBM Selectric II

252 8050
HAIR
UNWANTED
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY
Renee
State
Towers
Licensed,
Registered ElectrologIst 12 yrs.
Complimentary

experience

consultation

Located off
S
Bascom on Stokes By appt 295

5911

Three

s

days
2 15
2

.7 50

.7 25
3 75

50

50

add

Chris and Sue
50

Prof

Iwo
2 00
.? 50
.100

A very happy
PATTY Becker
Valentine’s Day to you All my

BONES Happy Love Day. May it
last throughout the year Your
Illsis, Maureen

50

Semester rate fee issues, $ 25 00

love, Michael
Happy Valentine’s
CAROL Bland
Day I really did it Peace and
love, Mike

0

Mownion thfee I fro. Orrys Des

11,0,0 a CleSsIfirstoye,
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive
tor Sale

Lon, and found
.nnalk

Sets.. es
Travel
S.1.0

Mamma nr4,

Page 8, Februar) 14, 19’79

Scout troop found Tuesday
out from the last campsite
occupied by
youths and
headed south toward
Squaw Valley.
Other
rescuers moved north from
Squaw toward the campsite.

SQUAW
VALLEY
I AP - A troop of Boy
Scouts which was the object of a night -long search
snow
heavy
through
whipped by strong winds
was found Tuesday huddled in an abandoned shack
Emigrant Peak
on
overlooking Squaw Valley.

the

The Placer County
sheriff’s office said there
was no immediate word
from the remote location
on their condition.
The sheriff’s office
launched the search late
Monday after the scouts
failed to reach their
destination at Squaw
Valley. Sheriff’s It. Mel
McDougal said they were
looking for nine scouts and
four leaders. but a scout
leader in Carmichael said
he understood there might
be as many as a dozen boys
accompanied by three
leaders.

original party, but one of
the boys had trouble with
his backpack Sunday and
he and a leader came out of
the v. ilderness Sunday
afternoon.

The search began late
Monday after the group,
Born Clarksburg, south of
Sacramento, failed to show
up at Squaw Valley on
schedule. They began their
trip Saturday south of
Interstate 80.

Cabana,
Louis
program director of Boy
Scouts of America, Golden
Empire in Carmichael said
he undet stood there were
13 boys on the trip, ranging
in age from 12 to 18.
Neither he nor McDougal
knew any of their names.

McDougal said there
were 15 people in the

Cabana
scoutmaster

said the
is Michael

Campbell and the othei
adults are Tom Wallace
and Graham Conner, all of
Clarksburg. He said the
fourth adult was Gregory
Merwin, who left the
wilderness Sunday with the
scout.
More than 25 law enforcemnt officials searched
for the group through
Monday night on skis and
snowmobiles McDougal
said. The snowmobiles had
to be abandoned Tuesday
because of the heavy snow.
McDougal

said

the

area is rugged, with a lot of
cliffs,
canyons
and
avalanches. "You can get
lost there in five minutes,"
he said.
The Pacific Crest Trail
the scouts were following is
popular for backpacking in
the summer and crosscountry skiing in the
winter. "But parts of it are
very dangerous and
require ropes and ice
equipment to traverse,"
McDougal said. "We just
assumed they didn’t go that
way."

Commission for civil rights
WASHINGTON i AP)
Nearly half the minority
children in America go to
segregated schools, and
Congress,
the
administration and the courts
all seem to have lost interest in doing much about
it. the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission said Tuesday.

Heavy snows and
winds gusting to 60 miles
per hour hampered the
search efforts Tuesday as
some 40 rescue workers on
cross-country skis fanned

In 1954, the Supreme
Court ruled segregation
unlawful and harmful to
Youngsters. but a child

Welfare for a lack of zeal in
denying federal funds to
school districts that defy
desegregation orders.
Even the Supreme
Court seems to be
"retreating from its longThe occasion was the espoused commitment to
publication of a com- the right of school children
desegregated
a
mission report critical of to
Congress for passing anti- education," the combusing legislation and of mission said.
comNonetheless,
the departments of Justice
and Health, Education and mission chairman Arthur

born that year could now be
in graduate school without
ever having attended an
integrated school, educator
vice
Horn,
Stephen
chairman of the panel, told
a news conference.

Surplus to benefit students r
i Continued from Page 1)
Putting the money
back
into
SJSU
organizations such as the
International Center would
also be a consideration,
Trippi said.

It would be a "good
thing" for Spartan Shops to
help them out, he said.

mendations for the money
at the time.
The next meeting of the
Board of Directors will be
Zant, a non -voting Feb. 21 at which time they
member of the board, said will hear some of the
he had no recom- suggestions.

sparta guide
Division of Technology
is seeking young nondrivers to receive free
driving lessons. Applicants
selected as student drivers
will be required to get an
instruction permit prior to
their first driving lesson.
Applicants must be able to
in
fluently
converse
English. Persons over 25
but
years of age may apply
preference will go to those
nearest high school age.
Persons who wish to apply
should go to room 110 of the
Industrial Studies Building
and fill out an application
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
today.

The Chicano Business
Students As.sociation will
sponsor a speaker fro.n the
Cooperative Education
Program at 3:30 p.m. today
in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Speaker Carol Pritchard
will explain what the Co-Op
work study program can
offer to students

Undergraduate Social
Work Organization will
meet at 12:30 this afternoon
in the School of Social Work
conference room I second
floor I. Election of officer,
for two vacant position,.
and a speaker frumf’-I
Planning and l’i
will talk on resume %)
All social work stn.:,
are invited. Call Sandra
Lopez, 275-1763 for furthcr
information.

446-1891 after 6 p.m, for
more information.

more information call 2948670.

Phi Alpha Theta
Sigma Delta Chi will
hold its first meeting of the I honor society for history
semester at 12:30 p.m. in students I will hold a lunJournalism Building, room cheon and show "Music of
117. A free lunch will be Williamsburg" at 12:30
served. All journalism p.m. today in Dudley
Moorhead Hall. room 134.
majors are welcome.
This movie is a preview for
the first meeting of the
semester to be held on
El Concilio will meet at Friday at 7:30 p.m. Call
4 p.m. today in the S.U. Scott MacArthur, 227-9332
Guadalupe Room. Chicano for more information.
Resource Center and Inbe
will
tercambio
discussed. Call 277-2404 or
Educational
Op295-6092 for more inportunity Program will
formation.
sponsor recruitment by the
California Highway Patrol
from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Baptist Student Union Thursday in front of the
will meet at 2:30 p.m, today SJSU Student Union. All
in the S.U. Pacheco Room. male and female minority
persons are encouraged to
be there to ask questions
and complete application
Collegiate materials. All applicants
The
for the that are between 20 and 31
Association
Research of Principles will years of age, have a high
diploma
or
present a lecture on the school
Mission of the Messiah at equivalency and are to be
in
good
physical
condition
12:30 this afternoon in the
S.U. Costanoan Room. This are encouraged to apply as
is the third in a series on well. Call 277-1800 for
the Divine Principle. For further information.

Relations
Public
Student Society of America
will hold a
I PIISSA
general meeting at 7:30
tonight in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. All
persons interested in public
relations are invited to
attend. Call Joan Mann,

They give Mexico a
strong hand in dealing for
U.S. cooperation on trade,
immigration, and other
touchy issues.
It is easy to cast recent
U.S.-Mexican contacts in
an apparently simple
mold: Mexico offered to
sell the United States
natural gas at $2.60 per
thousand cubic feet; the
U.S. turned it down
because the price was too
high; Mexico got miffed
and threatened to sell
elsewhere; and the critics
said U.S. Energy Secretary
James R. Schlesinger had
bungled a chance for more
energy.
But that is much too
simple a description of
U.S.-Mexican relations on
energy, even at a time of
uncertainty over Mideast
oil supplies.

U.S. officials have
emphasized that Carter
would not try, on his visit to
Mexico starting Wednesday, to negotiate a news
conference Monday that
broader questions of timing
and pricing must be
worked out.

closer, more reliae
supply than with Mick,
East oil.
Most of the appare,,
friction has centered r
natural gas.

In August 1977, Mexi
agreed to sell six U.
companies 2 billion cute
Jorge Diaz Serrano, feet of gas a day, somet
head of Mexico’s govern- percent of anticipated U.9
ment petroleum monopoly, needs in 1980 whi
estimated in 1977 that his deliveries were to begill
country’s production could But Mexico was chargii
increase by some 1.1 $2.60 per thousand cub’
million barrels of oil and 2 feet, a premium prif
billion cubic feet of gas pegged to the cost of El
daily by 1982. But not all nearest alternative IA
that may be exported; light oil.
Mexico may use some,
Schlesinger block
perhaps most of it , for its
the deal while Congni
own development.
worked out a U.S. gi
pricing policy; then Mexi
in
Interviewed
its
Business Week magazine withdrew
off l
last month, Lopez Portillo suggesting it might sell
said U.S. planners "are in gas elsewhere or use it ,
for a rude awakening" if home.
they expect Mexican oil to
MeanWhile, howev4
solve the United States’
Mexico had already start
energy problems.
construction
of a g
The United States now pipeline to the bord
buys some 80 percent of which now lies unfinish
Mexicos’ oil exports and and some Mexican gas
might want more, ex- reportedly being burn
pecting to pay prevailing wastefully for lack of
world prices but gaining a market.

piora
SAVE $15 ON MY
AMAIMED
COLLEGE RING!
Choose Gold or Siladium

Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it.You’ve accomplished a lot.
2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the
5% or $10 you might get from any other company.
3. Different Rings! The largest selection to choose from.
Over 20 different ring designs! See traditional and contemporary men’s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women

THE PAT METHENY GROUP
AMERICAS. LEADING YOUNG JAZZ GROUP

sio#
Si,,,,,

Alpha
Sigma
Pi
( Political Science Club
will meet at3:30p.m. toda%
in the S.U. Costanua
Room B. SJSU President
Gail Fullerton will speak
All members, prospective
members, friends arilt
faculty are invited to attend.

An open meeting is
scheduled for all speech communication students at
12:30 this afternoon in
Speech and Drama, room
/31.

Flemming acknowledged Congress has taken
an anti-busing turn, but he
said that is because the
foes of integration, though
outnumbered, are more
persistent than the opponents of segregation.

WASHINGTON I AP .
When
President Carter
and Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo lay
their cards on the table in
Mexico City this week,
Lopez Portillo will be
holding two high trumps
oil and natural gas.

fat

Associated Students Program Board presents
en evening with

Pot Metherly plays like wurrl throayh trees In Ito., aelo,

S. Flemming told reporters
he believed the American
people "deep down" still
support the idea of
desegregated schooling.

President of Mexico holds high trumps
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COLLEGE RINGS

REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.
Valid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold). Choose from a wide variety at
traditional, contemporary, or fashion rings, custom made to your individual taste.
How to get your S15 rebate by Mail after purchase.
5. Al that time of order. your ArtCarved Representative will
I. This coupon must be presented with your order
give you a Rebate Request Certificate This certificate must be
2. Limit one refund per purchase Purchaser pays any sales
mailed, along with proof of full payment. to ArtCarved within
taxes.
three months after you order your ring Rebate void after this
3. Otter valid only on rings ordered during this sale
period Allow four weeks for rebate processing
Rebates can be issued only after final payment on your ring
made
has been
An ArtCarved Representative will be at

4.
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 15, 0 PM
MUMS Dailey Auditorium 2 full sets
$6 .11 ti,1411
Students $5 ill
Gen public $6,,, advance. $7 at door
Tickets at All 8.6 S S. outlets. San Jose
Boa Office. Galactic Zoo lLos Gatos,
A S Business Office 12nd fl0Of Student Unionl

I

*Man Book/tom
San Jose State Univefsity

LAST DAY-- FEB. 14th
For info call 277-2807 or 277-3228
Another use of your A S. Fees

